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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE I

 Represents the general character of the degeneration of tissue in morbus Brightii.

FIG.

1.—Exhibits the granulations on the cortical surface of a kidney; these granulations appear to be formed by the convoluted tubes becoming filled with a granular matter mixed with fat-grains, apparently derived from the breaking up of imperfect and abortive cells. One of the larger straight tubes of Bellini appears filled with fine granular matter and the débris of cells.

2.—Vesical and urethral epithelium, granular and fatty.

3.—Bronchial expectoration in morbus Brightii. The cellular elements do not differ from those seen in the urinary sediment derived from the kidneys, except that a greater variety of modified cells is apparent.

4.—Is a section of a bronchial tube in morbus Brightii. It is typical of the state of those tissues in all cases of renal dropsy. The epithelial cells, as layer after layer come to the surface, never reach the full development of the ciliated epithelial cells, but degenerate into the mucous or pus-corpuscles generated in such abundance.

5, 6.—Are more highly magnified examples of the fatty conditions of the fibro-elastic and unstriped muscular layers.

PLATE II

 Represents the degeneration of tissue in the organs of circulation.

1.—Indicates that the milk-spots on the surface of the heart, so often seen in morbus Brightii, result from a degeneration of the serous membrane.
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Fig. 2.—In every fatal case of morbus Brightii the heart-fibre of either side of the heart will be found characteristic of degeneration.

3.—Opaque patches in the aortic sinus and in the endocardial membrane are very common in morbus Brightii. They are very characteristic of a fatty state of the tissues. Plates of cholesterine mixed with innumerable fat-grains are readily seen with the microscope.

4.—Is a vertical section through one of these opaque patches in the aorta.

5.—Represents the state of the liver cells typical of what is all but universally seen in renal dropsy.

6.—Represents the convoluted tubes of the kidney in chronic morbus Brightii; the epithelial gland-cells are almost everywhere detached from the basement or germinal membrane, and the tubes appear filled with these cells and granular matter and fatty nuclei derived from the breaking up of the most abortive.

PLATES III & IV

Represent the character of the sputa in various pulmonary disorders, with the object of showing that the cellular elements thrown off from the bronchial mucous membrane in various pulmonary disorders, are strictly analogous to what is derived from the renal tubes in diseases of the kidneys.

1.—Represents the hyaline or transparent characters of the sputa in ordinary catarrh. The hyaline and transparent casts in the curable forms of morbus Brightii are strictly analogous. Compare figs. 10, 11, 12, Plate V, in the author's work 'On Dropsy.'

2.—Represents the shredded fibrinous sputa in plastic bronchitis, similar in character to the fibrinous casts in the earlier stage of acute morbus Brightii. Compare Plate II, fig. 2, of the same work with the above.

3.—The sputa in capillary bronchitis, with characters somewhat similar. The cellular elements are almost identical.

4.—Is the character of the sputa in phthisis. Compare the figure with the sediment of the urine in a case of renal dropsy complicated with cancer or phthisis. See Plate VIII, figs. 1, 2, of the same work.
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PLATE IV.

The sputa in pneumonia, of different degrees of intensity, typical of the several forms of casts in the acute form of renal dropsy, particularly those cases which commence with inflammatory engorgement of the kidneys, with evidence of hæmaturia of greater or less degree.

Fig.

1, 2, 3.—Illustrate the milder form, in which the sputa acquire a tinge scarcely deeper than an apricot yellow. It is apparent that this yellow stain arises from certain cells only, large ovoid cells taking up the colouring matter derived from the blood stasis. These cells are those which are sometimes called pigment-cells, from their acquiring and giving to the sputa in bronchial catarrh the steel-gray colour so familiar to us. The ciliated epithelial cells which are first thrown off do not appear stained, nor even the mucusous corpuscles.

4, 5.—Represent the sputa in the severer forms of pneumonia, when they become viscid and rust-coloured, or even more deeply tinged. Here all the cells appear more or less stained, as, from the presence of blood-corpuscles, a greater abundance of hæmatin is poured out. The scaly epithelium from the mouth and cheeks is usually free from colour. These forms of sputa have their analogue in the blood-casts of the earliest stage of acute morbus Brightii. The cellular elements are similar in each, and may be verified by examining the urinary sediment in the blood-stained urine after scarlet fever. See Plates I and II, and figs. 1, 2, &c. &c., in the work already quoted.

PLATE V

Represents the character of the changes which take place in the morbid deposits in the heart and arteries.

1.—Represents the starlike character of an opaque earthy spot on the mitral valve of a case mentioned in the text.

2.—Is an opaque spot in the aorta which had undergone the process of calcification; digestion in dilute-hydrochloric acid dissolved the deposit and
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FIG.

left the tissue clear. The earthy material is composed of phosphate and carbonate of lime.

3.—Is a deposit of a similar character and composition occurring in a branch of the middle cerebral artery, leading to an apoplectic clot. The rupture of the vessel appeared to have arisen from the loss of elasticity in the coats of the vessel in consequence of the calcification of the tissues.

4, 5, 6.—Are illustrations of the other form of degeneration which the morbid deposit may undergo, leading to dilatation of the cavities and imperfect driving power in the force of the heart.

PLATE VI

 Represents the fatty decay of the tissues observed in cases of emphysema and chronic bronchitis terminating in dropsy.

1.—Is a portion of the vesicular structure of an emphysematous lung, showing the numerous fat-grains deposited in it.

2.—Represents sections of the bronchial mucous membrane, showing the successive layers of cells degenerating as they approach the free surface, to be thrown off as mucous and pus-corpuscles mixed with large granule-cells and aggregations of disintegrated nuclei represented in figs. 3, and 4.

5.—Illustrates the fatty condition of the coats of a small artery leading to an emphysematous patch.

6.—Represents a state of fatty degeneration of the muscular fibre of both auricle and ventricle of the right side, and is typical of what may be seen in most cases of dropsy with dilatation of the right cavities, complicated with emphysema and chronic bronchitis.
Plate 1. Morbus Brightii.

Fig. 1.

- a. Convoluted tubes, filled with fat, granules and granular matter.
- b. Straight tube, filled with debris of cells, &c.

Fig. 2.

- Vesical & urethral epithelium, granular & fatty.

Fig. 3.

- Bronchial expectoration.

Fig. 4.

- Section of a small bronchial tube.
- a. Layer of epithelial cells.
- b. Endothelial or basement membrane.
- c. Layer of fibro elastic tissue.
- d. Layer of unstriped muscle.

Fig. 5.

- Layer of unstriped bronchial tubes, slightly magnified +350.

Fig. 6.

- Layer of unstriped muscle also fatty, more highly magnified +350.

Fig. 1. Macula alba. Tissue spot from conus:ventricus.

Fig. 2. From substance of left ventricle. From right column of right auricle.

Fig. 3. From opaque spot in aorta. Inner serous layer.

Fig. 4. A vertical section through the aorta.

Fig. 5. Liver cells: no pigment, granules. No action with iodine. Cells cleared by ether.

Fig. 6. From cortical part of kidney, tubes filled with granular matter; cells detached from perineal line.
Plate 3

Spuita

Fig. 1:
Simple Cataract.
Bulbous appearance of spuita.

Fig. 2:
Plastic Emulsiog.
Substance coats of the small tubes.

Fig. 3:

Fig. 4:

Fig. 5:

Phthisis:
Various sizes of red cell nuclei with
various white clouds of disintegrated
red cell nuclei.
Plate 4.

Sputa: Pneumonia.

Fig. 1. Mild type: early stage.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Sputa viscid, yellow tinge.

Fig. 4. Sputa viscid, rust coloured.

Fig. 5. Sputa viscid, more deeply coloured.

Fig. 6. Sputa much purulent; expectoration becoming free.

W. West, juxt.
Calcification and fatty decay of tissue.

Fig. 1. An opaque spot in aortic sinus. +350.

After digestion in Hydrochloric acid.

Fig. 2. An opaque spot on the mitral valve. +350.

After digestion in Hydrochloric acid.

Fig. 3. A small branch of the middle cerebral artery, site of apoplexy indicated. The same more highly magnified. +350.

After digestion in Hydrochloric acid.

Fig. 4. An opaque patch on mitral valve.

Fig. 5. An opaque patch on the margins of the heart, highly magnified.

Fig. 6.
Plate 7

Emphysema & Chronic Bronchitis.

Fig. 1. Pulmonary tissue from emphysematous lung.

Fig. 2. Bronchial mucous membrane.

Fig. 3. Sputa: Chronic Bronchitis with Drippy.

Fig. 4. Sputa: Emphysema.

Fig. 5. Fatty condition of small artery widening on emphysematous patch.

Fig. 6. From right ventricle. Heart fibre.
Mr. President and Gentlemen,—In the following lectures I am desirous of inquiring, not so much whether the ancient views and theories of dropsy were right or wrong; not whether their remedies and methods of treatment were appropriate and efficient; but whether our modern methods of investigation by microscopic research are calculated to obtain for us a wider significance for dropsical diseases than has hitherto been accorded to them; and more especially whether those researches have led, or are likely to lead, to any practical result, by which principles of treatment may be made to rest on more expansive pathological views, and which may be reasonably expected to conduce more effectually to the relief or mitigation of those forms of disease.

There are many advantages to be found in selecting a symptom common to several pathological states, and investigating its origin, its progress, and its consequences. Its significance becomes appreciated, and its relation to the favorable or unfavorable progress of the fundamental disease more clearly understood. This proposition is specially applicable to the state which is called Dropsy.
It is not long since writers and practitioners viewed and treated it as a substantive disease. Inattentive to the true significance of the presence of an accumulated fluid in the shut cavities, or diffused through the connective tissue generally, they were content to interpret the presence of dropsy as arising from one of two causes—either increased effusion, or diminished absorption; and regarding the absorbents or veins as alone concerned, these effusions were considered as distinct diseases, and received a place in all nosological systems as special morbid states. Within the last thirty years we may find writers of distinction discussing the treatment of the acute, the plethoric, or the arterial dropsy; advocating bloodletting and remedies to lower the heart's action in one class of cases; but for dropsies from relaxation, or glandular obstruction, remedies to stimulate the absorbents were to be prescribed. Many may remember when such doctrines prevailed and were taught in our schools.

It is, however, now generally admitted that the absorbents occupy a less prominent position in the development of dropsy; and we regard chiefly the state of the capillaries, especially the venous, and impediments to the free passage of blood through them, as the most active and intelligible causes of the transudation of the serous elements of the blood into the tissues.

Hewson says,* "I think we may be led to a more correct notion about the causes of these dropsies, which causes have been supposed to be either an increased secretion, or an impeded absorption, or a rupture of a lymphatic vessel, none of which, strictly speaking, give rise to such morbid collections of water. For if merely an increased secretion, or an impeded

* Hewson's Works, chapter xiii, p. 196.
absorption, was the cause of an ascites or an anasarca, then the fluid let out should resemble that contained in these cavities in living animals. The same reasoning holds good against these dropsies being occasioned by the rupture of a lymphatic vessel; that is, the fluid evacuated is not similar to what is found contained in those vessels in our experiments, where the lymph jellied on exposition to the air."

Hewson, nearly a hundred years since, in his writings on the lymphatic system, suggested that dropsies were not primary diseases, but the consequences of others; and a diseased liver, spleen, or lungs, which so often accompany these dropsies, are not so properly to be considered as giving rise to them by causing a rupture of a lymphatic vessel, or of obstructing the course of the lymph, as by affecting chylification and sanguification; for when the liver, for example, is diseased, and the bile deficient in quality or quantity, the food not being properly assimilated, may make a bad blood, which may affect the vessels, and may let go its water into these cavities.

And again he says, "that in these kinds of dropsies there is something more than an increased secretion, or an impeded absorption; that is, there is a perversion of the secretion, or the vessels throw out a fluid different from the natural one, which may happen rather from the exhalant arteries being altered by disease so as to change the properties of the fluid (blood) passing through them, or from the mass of blood being vitiated or abounding so much with water."

An impediment to the free passage of the blood through the capillaries may originate in one of three ways, and every form of dropsical effusion may be referred to one or other of them. I exclude from present consideration those forms of serous
exudation, which occurring in shut cavities are the sequel or effect of antecedent local inflammation—such as may occur in pleurisy, pericarditis, arachnitis, peritonitis, orchitis, or in arthritic inflammation of joints followed by effusion—in one sense these are dropsies, but they are not comprehended in the diseases of which dropsy is considered a significant symptom.

The three acknowledged causes of dropsical effusion are—

1st. A poor, watery, exhausted blood.

2ndly. The presence in the blood of excrementitious or other noxious material.

3rdly. Impediments to the free passage of the blood through one or other of the great organs—the heart, lungs, or liver.

The dropsical effusion which frequently accompanies spanæmia, and is often seen to result from severe haemorrhage, particularly after parturition, arises apparently from an impoverished blood; a blood deficient in red corpuscles, but abounding in white colourless cells, the Leuco-cytemia of recent authors. Blood with these qualities appears to pass with difficulty through the capillaries, principally on account of the increased number of the colourless cells, which, larger in size than the red corpuscles, exhibit a remarkable tenacity for adhesion to the walls of the vessels; the immediate effect of which is to produce such an amount of blood stasis as to cause a transudation of the serous elements of the blood, especially in those parts of the body most remote from the influence of the feeble stimulus which poor blood exerts upon the heart.

The inferior extremities, where the force of gravity is greatest, testify earliest to this dropsical condition. This form of dropsical effusion is usually so transient, disappears so quickly under the combined influence of nutrition and steel,
that it is not my intention to notice it further. It is to the significance of other forms of dropsy that I desire more particularly to direct attention.

It is now generally admitted that, in the so-called blood diseases, the capillary circulation becomes impeded; so that whenever the blood is charged with morbid material, or is in any way rendered unfit for the processes of nutrition or secretion, a stagnation or imperfect movement through the capillaries becomes manifest, not only by obvious deviations in the integrity of the functions of the tissue or organ, but especially by the increased frequency of the heart’s action, and the laborious efforts made by that organ to force the blood through the sluggish and congested vessels.

In the sequel to scarlet fever, from the presence in the blood, it is assumed, of uneliminated portions of the original scarlatinal poison:—in a sudden arrest of the cutaneous secretion in certain predisposed states of the body, either of which will, we know by observation, seriously interfere with the activity of the renal functions, and will cause to be retained in the blood an excess of the chief constituent of the urine, the urea, are each examples of a dropsy originating in morbid states of the blood, in either of which the serous infiltration is diffused and universal, and pervades the tissues everywhere.

The third form, or cause of dropsical accumulations permits a more mechanical explanation. It arises from an obstruction to the current of the blood through the heart, lungs, or liver. In this division the cause of dropsy may arise either primarily in the heart—as in valvular disease of the left side,—or primarily in the lungs, and secondarily in the heart—as in emphysema and chronic bronchitis—one or both pro-
ducing dilatation, and inefficient action in the right heart, and a consequent retrograde effect throughout the venous system. Dropsy from either of these causes is usually recognised as cardiac, and the serous effusion first manifesting itself in the lower extremities ultimately extends, and accumulates through the whole areolar tissue.

Lastly, the liver may become the seat of obstructive disease to the portal circulation. The effect of the obstruction here, as in cardiac dropsy, is carried back till its effects are felt in the remotest capillaries of this section of the venous system, and ascites follows.

It is little beyond thirty years since our distinguished countryman, Dr. Bright, laid the foundation, by his invaluable and original observations, for a more correct knowledge of these forms of dropsy. Tracing these effusions by post-mortem investigation, he found them significant of diseases of the renal, cardiac, pulmonary, or hepatic organs; and his researches gave a fresh and well-directed impulse to the pathological pursuits of his contemporaries and followers. But while he indicated the true method by which diseases and symptoms should be investigated, the scalpel after the first discoveries and description of morbid appearances could yield but little more. Dr. Bright, however, lived to witness the application of more minute methods of research, and he appreciated highly the results which the microscope was yielding to those who followed in the path he had opened.

It is to the very general employment of the microscope in the examination of the excretions during life, as well as of the structure of the organs and tissues after death, that we must trace the greater part of the progress that is now being made in the pathology and treatment of these diseases.
By this instrument the physiologist has been made acquainted with the structural elements of secreting organs, and has been able to trace to the nucleated element of the cell the source from whence both secretions and excretions are derived. The pathologist, guided in his path by the light and discoveries of physiological science, and employing similar methods of investigation, is laying the foundation for sounder notions of the nature of diseased action than prevailed formerly, and is, successfully I hope, leading the way to more effective treatment, because based on principles less theoretical and less visionary. To the physiologist, then, we must award the distinction of having first demonstrated the nature and functions of the cellular elements of the tissues, and among the foremost, because the earliest of these, must be placed J. Good sir, whose deductions have been confirmed by all succeeding observers.

The well-known conclusions of this physiologist are, "that all true secretions are formed or selected by a vital action of the nucleated cell; that the secretions are first contained in the cavity of that cell; and he adds that both growth and secretion are identical—the same vital process under different circumstances." These observations have been amply confirmed by other and more recent researches, and among those who have chiefly contributed to establish these conclusions, there are many honoured English names, whose writings may be consulted with advantage:—Mr. Bowman, Dr. Wm. Addison, Dr. Lionel Beale, and others. But it is perhaps to Henle and Virchow, the distinguished professors of general pathology and therapeutics in the University of Berlin, that we are chiefly indebted for the extension of the physiology of cells to the interpretation of the phenomena of disease.
It is now universally admitted that the functions of secretion, equally with the process of development and growth, are performed through the agency of cells; and that the blood in the capillaries plays simply the part of carrying nutriment and supplying the necessary stimulus and support to cell growth for the purposes of secretion. If then, from the physiological and anatomical point of view, we are taught to recognise the nucleated cell as the fundamental source of the vital processes of secretion and development, so must we from the pathological standpoint equally regard the nucleated cell as involved in the processes of disease.

Accordingly we find that in every direction in which microscopic research has been hitherto made, evidence has been obtained of alterations in the character of the cellular elements—oftentimes proportioned to, and characteristic of special morbid processes; and it has been successfully shown that even the excreta during life contain marked indications of particular forms of disease, so that a microscopic examination of the effete matters thrown off will often guide us to a correct estimate of the character and progress of disease.

My present object is to direct attention to the changes which take place in the cellular structure of particular organs and tissues, with a view to determine how far these alterations may be accepted as significant of the several diseases of which dropsy is a symptom.

I would first refer to the character and appearance of the healthy epithelial gland cell of the kidney.

It is placed on what the anatomists, after Mr. Bowman’s description, have called the basement membrane, but this should be more properly designated the germinal membrane, for it is from the inherent formative power of this membrane
that the succession of cells is derived during life. These epithelial cells of the kidney are represented as forming a single layer, as in the intestinal canal; and not a succession of layers superimposed one upon the other, as occurs in the bronchial mucous membrane, where the inferior layers represent young cells, which, as the older ones are thrown off, become fully developed and take their places.

The individual epithelial cell of the renal tubule is polygonal in shape, and contains a nucleolus within the nucleus. The cell wall is well defined, and the contents of the cell in a healthy state appear faintly opalescent, neither opaque nor cloudy. In the early stage of renal disturbance accompanied by albuminous urine and dropsy, the epithelial gland structure of the renal tubes exhibits the simplest and earliest departure from the healthy or physiological type. It has apparently become somewhat larger, the nucleus is with difficulty seen, and the contents of the cell appear cloudy and granular. Here is the earliest manifestation of alteration of structure in the cell; and this alteration is accompanied by manifest embarrassment to the renal function. This alteration in the character of the renal gland cell is in the great majority of cases preceded by evidence of grave disturbance in the equilibrium of the circulation within the organ, and proofs of blood escaping in greater or smaller quantity from the Malpighian tufts are, in the acute form of renal dropsy, I believe invariable; sometimes haematuria is visible and palpable to the unaided eye. In other cases it requires the microscope to reveal the presence of scattered blood discs.

Within a very short period after the stage of congestion of the organ has appeared, the epithelial cells are thrown off,
sometimes as isolated cells, or aggregated in twos or threes, but in most instances united together in a tubular form, constituting the epithelial casts, so familiar to the eye of the pathological microscopist. But these cells are all imperfect. This throwing off of the epithelial gland cell oftentimes in great abundance, constituting what Dr. George Johnson has characterised as a desquamative process, and has proposed to name this form of renal disorder desquamative nephritis, arises no doubt from the cell having undergone changes incompatible with its functions as a healthy secreting cell, and it therefore is cast off as effete and useless. This degradation of the cell from the physiological type we must conceive to arise from the nutritive process regulating the development of the succeeding cells from the germinal membrane (the basement membrane of Mr. Bowman) becoming embarrassed by the blood stasis. Cell after cell, so long as the embarrassment lasts, is defective and imperfect; they rapidly break up, or are thrown off entire, and to the attentive eye will afford indices of the favorable or unfavorable progress of the disease.

It cannot be too strongly impressed as a pathological fact of importance, that healthy epithelial cells of the renal tubes or of the bronchial mucous membrane, are never cast off. It is only when from defective development, being useless for the purpose of the tissue or organ in which they are formed, that they are shed, and appear among the products of excretion.

The urine becomes scanty, is loaded with albumen, and is deficient in urea, although the uric acid and the urates, are often abundant.

Here, then, is clear evidence of an alteration in the quality
of the urine, coexistent with alteration in the character of the renal epithelial cell. Corresponding with, but often not noticed till a few hours after, chiefly after the first sleep, a diffused and dropsical state of the whole body shows itself. In mild cases, expressed by puffiness of the upper and lower eyelids, a slight oedema of the ankles, and back of the hands. In severe cases a diffuse oedema involving eyes and cheeks, upper and lower extremities, abdominal, and even pulmonary cavities.

In the more acute cases the pulmonary oedema gives rise to most distressing symptoms of dyspnoea. The bronchial mucous membrane becomes turgid and swollen; and cells of almost every variety belonging to this tissue are excreted in the sputa.

The rapid diffusion of the dropsy through all the textures of the body would seem to arise from the well-known physical property of imbibition.

This property of imbibition, or of swelling up on the addition of water, is possessed by all cells.

It is most apparent, the greater the difference between the specific gravity of the contents of the cell and the surrounding or external media. In the field of the microscope cells may be seen to swell up and burst when floated in distilled water. In like manner, when the tissues are soaked with the serous and watery elements of the blood, the cells not only of the areolar connective tissue swell up, enlarge, and even burst—as in extensive anasarca of the lower extremities; but, similarly, the cells of internal organs are affected, they also swell up to the manifest interruption and disturbance of the functions pertaining to them.

Concurrent with this development of a wide-spread dropsy
diffusing itself through all the tissues, it is not surprising that the blood should, from the first, offer characters widely deviating from the healthy standard; presenting alterations in its constituent parts, of which the most notable are the increase in the water, the decrease of the red corpuscles, and the increase of the colourless cells, to which must be added an increased amount of some excrementitious products, the chief of which is urea. This form of dropsy was once called and treated as inflammatory dropsy; and the irritable heart, with the frequent pulse, the increased temperature of the skin, the febrile disturbance, the loss of appetite, and general derangement of the functions, are symptoms of inflammatory action which justified the opinion in those days that the disorder was essentially inflammatory. At a period when the doctrines of inflammation played so important a part in the theory of medicine, and when the principles of treatment necessarily followed the theory, it was but reasonable that the meaning of the symptoms should be interpreted as requiring the usual measures of the antiphlogistic regimen.

The suddenness of the attack, usually after exposure to wet or cold, the scanty blood-stained urine, the presence of febrile rigors, the hurried breathing, and frequent pulse, the hot skin, thirst and inappetency, and the general prostration, are unequivocal signs of acute disease, having all the character of inflammatory action. The congested state of the kidneys, the embarrassment of their function, the all but suppressed urinary excretion, are accompanied, in the more acute forms of the disease, by a remarkable change in the anatomical character of these organs. A tumultuous pathological process occurs, the result of which is a great increase
in the size of the organ from a rapid accumulation of a granular matter—which appears both interstitial and intertubular—and which, when microscopically examined, seems to be derived from an immense development of abortive or imperfect cells, filled with the fine granular material which appears to constitute the bulk of the organ. (Plate I, fig. 1.) These acute cases will often run their course with a fatality which no method of treatment appears able to arrest.

But rapid and fatal as these cases are, they leave behind them abundant proof that though the focus of the disease has apparently been concentrated in the kidneys, yet that other textures have been similarly affected, and that cell development in other organs is equally the seat of deterioration and decay.

It is, however, chiefly by the study of cases which run a more sluggish course, either passing from an acute form to the chronic, or originating more slowly, with less evidence of a so-called inflammatory origin, that the wide-spread degeneration of cell growth can be more clearly and satisfactorily demonstrated. As the renal disturbance assumes a more chronic and manageable form, there takes place a marked alteration in the character of the effete cells which are washed out of the tubules, and which appear in the urine.

The epithelial cell is now less characteristic of the standard cell. Its nucleus is no longer visible. The cells are filled with highly resplendent granules, and we now observe, in greater abundance, these granule cells, which were once called Gluge's inflammatory corpuscles. This has led many to think that the presence of these granule cells is a proof of inflammatory action.
But these granule cells are abortive epithelial cells; they are present, I shall presently show, in all disordered conditions of mucous membranes, they rapidly break up and are dispersed, and the remains of them in the form of isolated highly resplendent granules, or grouped together in twos or threes, sometimes in greater number, presenting grape-like clusters of granules (mulberry) without any cell-wall, are constant objects in the field of the microscope.

Virchow says of these granule cells or inflammatory corpuscle, "A cell never remains, for any length of time, in the state of a granule cell; but as soon as it has entered into this stage, the nucleus generally disappears at once, and ultimately the membrane also; probably by a species of solution. Then we have the simple granule globule, or, as it was formerly called, inflammatory globule (exudation corpuscle), which Gluge first described under this name. Gluge here made a mistake, common to early stages of microscopy. He saw, when examining a kidney, bodies of this sort in the interior of a canal, which he took for a blood-vessel. This happening at a time when the doctrine of blood stasis was most in vogue, he imagined he had before him a vessel with stagnating contents, and which were disintegrating and generating inflammatory globules. Unfortunately the blood-vessel was a uriniferous tubule; what he termed inflammatory globules are degenerated renal epithelium." *

The body we call a granule globule, is now to be regarded as the first distinct proof of degeneration, when the cell no longer retains its existence as a cell; for membrane and nucleus have completely passed away. These alterations of cell structure may be traced in other mucous membranes

* 'Cellular Pathology,' p. 338.
besides the kidneys. But the mucous membranes are not alone in furnishing evidence of a wide spread disorder. I have already casually alluded to the defect in the composition of the blood, the increase of water and decrease of the blood corpuscles. When we recollect that this fluid bathes the germinal membranes on which the epithelial cells are developed, and brings to the germs of these cells the necessary stimulus for their growth, we can hardly be surprised in the face of abortive cells from the epithelial textures generally, to find that the fluid which furnishes the material for their growth should be defective and poor. Not only are the blood corpuscles as estimated by weight deficient, but the fluid in which they live and move, the liquor sanguinis, has become altered in quality, and of lower specific gravity than in healthy blood. The effect of this is immediate on the contents of the blood corpuscle; for there must be a relative equality between the density of the contents of the blood corpuscle and the fluid in which it floats, or the process of exosmosis would rapidly restore the equilibrium. The great extent to which the diminution of the number of blood corpuscles takes place in renal dropsy is in a great measure dependent on this cause; as the hydremic or watery serum causes the breaking up and destruction of the blood corpuscle, while other causes prevent their renewal in any degree proportioned to their loss.

The nutritive functions have long been disturbed; the blood has become impoverished, and all that depends on it for the stimulus of healthy development suffers. My esteemed and distinguished friend, Mr. Henry Power, has suggested that the presence of urea in the blood in excess may and probably does interfere with the development of new
blood corpuscles, as well as spoil or poison those already formed.

It has been physiologically shown that the functions of secretion are carried on by the agency of cells. I think it must be apparent that the effusion of a dropsical fluid into the chief tissues of the blood, such as occurs in renal dropsy, can hardly be dependent on the degeneration of only one class of gland-cell, however important the function of those cells may be. I think, therefore, it will not be an unexpected result, to find that the imperfect development and abortive character of the renal cell, originating as that imperfection does, not from any local cause of irritation, but from general constitutional causes, of which a poor and watery blood is one of the most manifest, is likely to be accompanied by an imperfection of cell development in other organs and structures, although, perhaps, neither to the extent nor with such hazardous consequences as in the kidneys.

The glandular epithelial cells of these organs are those which first give notice of the alteration both of function and structure.

The very presence of albumen in the urine is assurance of the imperfection of these cells. But this deterioration of cell growth is not confined, as was at first thought, to that organ whose embarrassment of function is earliest recognised.

Even in the acute form of Morbus Brightii cases which have run their fatal course in a few weeks the epithelial cells of other parts present a granular and imperfect appearance. The epithelium of the mouth, throat, and alimentary passages is granular, and sometimes even fatty, the pavement epithelium of the bladder often most prominently so. The epithelial cells of the bronchial mucous membrane are cloudy and gra-
nular, and accompanied by evidence of cellular deterioration identical in character to what we witness in the renal tubes.

Even in the most acute cases structural changes in the heart-fibre are present.

The small arteries which lead to the epithelial layers are everywhere diseased; and not only in the most advanced forms of renal degeneration, such as that known as the amyloid degeneration, but in the other various forms of renal dropsy, the small arteries of the whole digestive tract, from the buccal cavity to the anus, are similarly affected.*

The inevitable result of this wide-spread decay is that the parts and cells which are the seat of it become totally unfit and incapable of ministering to the functions either of nutrition or excretion. The gland-cells can no longer perform the function of secretion, and the vessels can no longer supply nutrition to the tissues from which the epithelial gland-cell is formed.

I propose to offer a few proofs of this wide-spread degeneration.

The bronchial mucous membrane exhibits remarkable proofs of the wide-spread degeneration of tissue. Plate I, fig. 4, represents a vertical section through one of the smaller bronchial tubes. No trace of ciliated epithelium is visible; the successive layers of cells, as they form, are more indicative of the mucous corpuscle or effete cell than of the layers seen in healthy tissue. Immediately beneath the basement membrane the fibro-elastic tissue is seen studded with fat-granules, and subordinate to it the layer of unstriped muscle is seen also fatty and degenerating. Figs. 5 and 6 represent these layers separately and more highly magnified.

* Virchow, p. 378.
The expectoration in these cases of morbus Brightii is represented in fig. 3, and presents the usual evidence of imperfect cell development invariably present when a mucous membrane is the seat of nutritive or irritative disturbance.

Nor must the change which takes place in the ordinary fat-cell of the subcutaneous connective tissue be overlooked; this, which in health contains fat more or less solid, and which may be considered to represent its ordinary nutritive contents, in these states of general anasarca contains only a few fluid drops of oily-looking fat, but is cramped to over-distension with a thin, serous, albuminous fluid.

With these facts before us, we must be led to the conviction that the agency of deterioration in renal dropsy is not a local agent, manifesting itself only in renal cells, but that it is some wide-spread depressing influence, pervading the organism; operating, perhaps, less palpably, but not less fatally, everywhere.

I may here be permitted to remark, with regard to this universal decadence, that, throughout the entire series of epithelial mucous membranes, there appears to exist a uniform law of decadence common to all the epithelial cells, whatever the function of those cells may be. So that whether they be the scaly or pavement, the spheroidal or glandular, the oval or ciliated—whether the function of the cell be secretory or simply protective—when under the influence of a morbid cause, they severally exhibit a departure from the healthy type of the tissue to which they belong in a direction common to them all.

They first become cloudy, swell, and look rounded, and apparently filled with a fine granular matter, in which the nucleus is concealed; this is the so-called mucous cor-
puscle; the nucleus, in many of these cells, becomes much larger in appearance, and the contents more distinctly granular. All these cells may rapidly disintegrate, and yield, by their breaking up, the mucin which is so abundant in all catarrhal affections in which these cells are so numerous. Next in order we meet with cells with highly resplendent nuclei, refracting light highly. These fatty nuclei accompany cells of much larger diameter. These are the so-called Gluge's inflammatory corpuscles. Other cells continue to exhibit well-formed nuclei, but differing materially in form from those already noticed. They are smaller in diameter than the fat-granule-cell (Gluge's). The nucleus may be made very distinct by dilute acetic acid; and it presents various forms or appearances—reniform, trefoiled, as if undergoing multiplication by division. The true pus-cell presents the conditions of the latter, exhibiting a more or less distinctly trefoiled or reniform nucleus. These several forms of cell, in the case of those epithelial textures which are composed of numerous layers of cells, as the bronchial mucous membrane, may be seen almost simultaneously, or at any rate in very rapid succession.

Whenever a disturbing cause, irritative or inflammatory, exercises its influence on epithelial membrane, these appear to be the successive modifications which the cells undergo.

There is, however, one circumstance connected with these modifications of the cellular elements of mucous membranes which must be kept in view. It is the relative frequency or infrequency of the pus-cell from these epithelial structures. It is very common from some, equally rare from others. It is very common from the whole length of the pulmonary
mucous membrane, from the pelvis of the kidney, from the ureters, bladder, or urethra. It is equally rare from the gastro-intestinal track, or from the tubuli uriniferi.

The explanation of this fact is found in the arrangement of the cellular elements in these several varieties of epithelial structure.

In the first-named parts the cells are superimposed in a succession of layers. (Plate I, fig. 4.) Any disturbing cause leading to the shedding of the first series, and continuing its irritating influence, prevents the cells beneath either from arriving at maturity, or so modifies their development that a succession of transitional cells follows; and where the irritation assumes the form of the so-called inflammatory action, the pus-cell is produced in great abundance.

The formation of these cells, it may be observed, is not at the expense of the integrity of the tissue out of which they are formed.

On the other hand, in the gastro-intestinal and renal layers the epithelial cells occupy but a single row, and are developed directly from the germinal or basement membrane. Hence, although they undergo transitional states, passing from the true cell to the granular and mucous cell, they rarely possess the character of the pus-cell, and when they do so can only become developed at the expense of the subjacent tissue, or, in other words, can only be formed by an ulcerative process, with loss of substance.

To return to the subject of the condition of the cells in other organs in Bright’s disease.

If we now turn to the inner parts of the body, when a post-mortem examination permits us to investigate the state of parts hidden from us during life, in all those cases in
which fluid has been present in the abdominal cavity, the abdominal serous membrane presents an opaque aspect, different from what we witness in cases, for instance, of violent death, where this membrane looks translucent and clear, smooth and shining.

If a portion of the peritoneum be scraped, the wavy fibrous structure and the tesselated epithelial cells have always appeared to me highly granular, participating in the general cloudy character of the epithelial cells elsewhere.

But the surface of the heart—the exocardium—particularly in the majority of cases of morbus Brightii, exhibits those well-known spots called the *macula alba*, shining, opalescent and opaque patches, of which pathologists have noticed two varieties—one variety looking like a morsel of false membrane laid on and adhering to the subjacent serous surface, with a well-defined margin, which can be raised and peeled off. These appear to be in the nature of inflammatory products, although the history of the case rarely yields any evidence of any antecedent pericardial attacks. This form is, however, infrequent as compared with the next, in which the opacity gradually merges into the surrounding tissue. There is no appearance of a raised edge, and the patch looks simply like a milky white stain.

The tesselated epithelium of this surface is lost, and in its place nothing but a débris of granular matter can be seen, interspersed with coarse interlacing fibres, which seem to inclose the granules, together with numerous fat-granules. (Plate II, fig. 1.) The muscular walls of the heart are not usually unhealthy looking to the eye, or flabby in texture. These conditions would prove nothing; but if a careful microscopic examination of the muscular substance be made,
proof may be obtained that here also is degeneration and decay. There is a universal tendency to fatty and granular degeneration.

The muscular striæ, instead of being clear and distinct and well-defined, are studded with granules, which here and there, in the larger form, become resplendent and highly refractive, presenting all the character of a fatty débris, which they really are, as may be clearly proved by the action of ether, which quickly removes them, leaving the fibrillæ naked and destitute in these spots, of all indications of striæ. (Plate II, fig. 2.)

Not only is the evidence of degeneration to be observed in the muscular structure of the heart—both in ventricles and auricles—but oftentimes opaque spots are seen studding the commencement of the aorta, and extending in patches, to a greater or less extent, throughout the vascular system.

Figs. 3 and 4, Plate II, represent the microscopic appearances of one of these so-called atheromatous patches. It reveals the presence of much fatty débris, with here and there a plate or two of cholesterine. Fig. 4 represents a vertical section through one of these aortic patches. Both were taken from chronic cases of morbus Brightii.

The liver, in the majority of fatal cases of morbus Brightii, affords unequivocal proof of the disturbance which this organ suffers. Every cell appears loaded with fat. No pigment-grains are present, but the liver-cells appear overcharged with large, round, resplendent fat-granules, giving such a fatty character to this organ that bacony liver is the term often applied to it. The ordinary appearance of the liver-cell in morbus Brightii is represented in fig. 5, Plate II.

If one of the minute nodules from the surface of a kidney
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in almost any form of morbus Brightii except the acute form, be separated and examined with the microscope, the convoluted tubes appear filled with detached cells, surrounded by a fine granular matter, with here and there fatty débris scattered among them. (Fig. 6, Plate II.)

May we not now appreciate the significance of that form of dropsy which, associated with albuminous urine as one of its earliest and most easily recognised conditions, pervades all the tissues, infiltrates every cell, interferes with and stagnates every function, and oftentimes becomes the immediate cause of death, by literally drowning the individual in his own fluids.

But, furthermore, this form of dropsy signifies a wide-spread deterioration of cell development; it signifies, not a local disease of the kidneys, but a decay and depreciation of tissue everywhere. For if we obtain evidence of deviations from so many remote points, we may safely infer that a like decay or deterioration of structure exists elsewhere.

Now, these reflections would be regarded but as a barren speculation, or at most a few favourite pathological facts, if they rested here.

I propose, before the close of these lectures, to submit for your consideration certain principles which I believe should govern the treatment of all cases of renal dropsy. Principles not at variance with those practised by all our most enlightened physicians; although, perhaps, they may now be advocated and based on facts not hitherto universally adopted.

Before, however, I refer to this branch of my subject, I am very desirous of making some observations on two points connected with the subject of renal degeneration, with a view of clearing up, if possible, a certain obscurity which still hangs over them.
The first is, an inquiry into the nature and origin of the tube-casts in morbus Brightii.

The second is, the source and channel whence the albumen is derived in the same form of disease.

Of the nature and origin of the casts of the tubes in renal dropsy, great diversity of opinion still prevails.

The most recently expressed opinions on this subject still leave the question unsettled and undetermined.

Dr. Beale, in his excellent and recent work on the urine and urinous deposits,* in his account of these uriniferous casts, says, "Great difference of opinion has been expressed with reference to the nature of the material of which the cast is composed. By some it is termed fibrine; but the striated appearance always present in coagula of this substance is not found in the cast. Others have considered the cast was composed of albumen; but it is not rendered opaque by means of those reagents which produce precipitates in albuminous solutions. Not more than five years since it was stated by two observers in France and Germany, of high reputation, that the cast really consisted of the basement membrane of the uriniferous tube;" and Dr. Beale very properly remarks, "How such a statement could be made by anyone possessing even a slight knowledge of the anatomy of tissues it is difficult to conceive."

Dr. Beale then goes on to say, "The transparent material probably consists of a peculiar modification of an albuminous matter, possessing somewhat the same character as the walls of some epithelial cells. I think it not improbable that these casts of the uriniferous tubes may really be composed of the materials which in health form the substance of epithelial

cells. In disease this substance, perhaps somewhat altered, or not perfectly formed, collects in the uriniferous tubes, and coagulates there. This receives some support from the fact that, occasionally, casts are formed although no albumen passes into the urine. According to this notion, it is possible that a cast might be formed quite independently of any congestion or morbid condition of the Malpighian tufts; but, as a general rule, there can be no doubt that serum escapes, and albumen is found in the urine."—P. 60.

Thus far Dr. Beale.
LECTURE II.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—The purport of my last lecture was to show how wide-spread is the evidence of degeneration and texture in Renal dropsy; and that the dropsy and albuminous urine are significant, not simply of renal derangement, but of a general decadence of the cellular elements of various and distant tissues.

The inference I would deduce from these facts is that in the treatment of these disorders our efforts should be directed, not chiefly to the functions of the kidneys, but mainly to the renovation of the blood, and the support and maintenance of its cell-forming power.

Before I more directly address myself to a few remarks on the subject of treatment, there are two points of some interest in renal pathology, to which I adverted at the close of the last lecture, to which I am desirous of asking your attention. These are—

1. An inquiry into the nature and origin of the urinary tube-casts in morbus Brightii.

2. The source and channel whence the albumen is derived in the same form of disease.

I have already referred to the fact of the great diversity of opinion which prevails as to the nature of these casts,
and I quoted from Dr. Lionel Beale's last edition of his work on the urine and urinary deposits, his remarks on this subject, which still leave the question unsettled.

The two subjects—the nature and the origin of the tube-casts, and the source whence the albumen is derived,—are, I believe, intimately connected together; in fact, may be said to be mutually dependent.

The point I propose to consider is whether much of the albumen in morbus Brightii is not, probably, derived from the breaking up and disintegration of the abortive and futile cells, which are formed in these cases with a rapidity which is so characteristic of all defective cells, it being also a leading feature of all such cellular formations that, being deficient in the most essential element of their development—the nucleus—their duration is but transitory, and they rapidly break up, perish, and disappear.*

It is some years since I ventured to express an opinion that the so-called waxy or hyaline casts were strictly analogous to what is found formed by other epithelial surfaces having the character of mucous membranes.†

Further investigation into this subject has convinced me that in their nature they differ but little, except in their tubular form or appearance, from what is thrown off from the bronchial mucous membrane under the influence of irritation or the so-called inflammatory causes. I have traced these excretory matters in all the commoner forms of pulmonary disorder; and I have traced from the ordinary sputa of simple catarrh, through the various grades of bronchitis—especially in that somewhat unusual form, the tubular or

* Virchow, p. 11.
plastic bronchitis, as well as capillary bronchitis—in pneumonia, both in the mild and severe forms, even in phthisis, types of nearly all the forms of casts found in renal dropsy.

Plates III and IV represent these various forms of sputa. In fig. 1 is portrayed the hyaline appearance of the sputa, containing a few large spherical cells (mucous corpuscles), with one large granule-cell—often called a pigment-cell, from its being in many cases deeply coloured greyish or black, particularly in the sputa of those living in large towns.

These sputa are the type of the hyaline casts seen in atrophying kidneys, in the gouty kidney, and in the last and more favorable stage of the curable cases of renal dropsy. In these latter cases, as I have elsewhere remarked, it signifies a simple catarrhal state of the renal tubes. That is a state in which but few abortive or imperfect cells are formed, and consequently but few cast off. In all forms of gouty kidney these hyaline casts are present, and they signify a like catarrhal condition of the renal tubes. It must be recollected that their presence by no means signifies an atrophy or shrinking of the kidneys, although they are commonly present in most instances of gouty kidney. The atrophic process depends on conditions altogether different from those present in morbus Brightii. The present occasion does not permit me to do more than allude to this state of the gouty kidney.

The representation of the sputa in ordinary bronchitis does not differ from those which are seen in the bronchitis of those suffering from renal dropsy. In these sputa we find all the cell-elements found in the sediment of the severer forms of albuminuria. Plate I, fig. 3, affords a proof that the bronchial mucous membrane gives cell products differing only in the
absence of a tubular arrangement or grouping, but identical in other respects with what can be seen in any chronic case of morbus Brightii other than in the stage of congestion. But the sputa in plastic and capillary bronchitis often present appearances more strictly typical of the casts of the renal tubes. These are very analogous to the fibrinous casts of second stage of acute morbus Brightii (Plate III, fig. 2), and the type of the granular epithelial cast is more distinctly obvious in the sputa of capillary bronchitis. (Plate III, fig. 3.)

The sputa in pneumonia possess many features in common with the casts of the inflammatory or acute stage of morbus Brightii.

The blood-casts, or as they are sometimes called fibrinous blood-casts, always present in the early stage of the dropsy after scarlet fever, have their analogy in the rust-coloured or more deeply stained sputa of pneumonia.

Plate IV represents the sputa in various stages and degrees of severity in pneumonia.

Figs. 4 and 5 are representations of the rust-coloured and blood-stained sputa in severe cases. The cellular elements present are identical with those seen in the casts in the urine in the stage of haematuria after scarlet fever, and the stage of engorgement of the kidneys in the early stage of acute morbus Brightii. In the milder forms of pneumonia, where the expectoration is but slightly tinged (figs. 1, 2, 3), scarcely deeper than a Sienna orange colour, blood-discs are not frequently visible; but large cells, similar to the so-called pigment-cells of ordinary bronchial catarrh, and which give to the sputa that steel-gray colour so familiar to all, appear to be the cells which have most
affinity for the colouring matter derived from the hæmatin; for these cells, in the mild forms of pulmonary inflammation, are alone coloured. It will be seen that the deeper colour, in the rust-coloured and blood-coloured sputa, is due to the increased number of blood-corpuscles, and the proportional increase in the hæmatin tinging all the cells except those derived from the mouth and cheeks. Three cells of squamous epithelium in the corner of the figures remain uncoloured.

Fig. 6 is the expectoration of the stage of liquefaction of the croupous product, and consists of an abundance of mucus- and pus-cells. These forms find their analogue in those casts of the renal tubes which appear in the sequel to the acute stage of cases of morbus Brightii, which present the indications of becoming curable. This form of sediment is represented in my work on Dropsy (Plate VIII, figs. 13, 14, 15), and portray cells similar in all respects to those which the terminal period of pneumonia exhibits.

Lastly, in phthisis the expectoration displays all the characteristic cell and fatty aggregations which appear in the urinary sediment in cases of extreme fatty or amyloid degeneration of the kidneys, forms of renal disease often associated with phthisis and cancer. If the figures representing the urinary deposit in a case of phthisis (Plate VII, figs. 1, 2, 3) in the above work, as well as the figs. 1 and 2, Plate VIII, of the same be compared with the fig. 4, Plate III, of the present lectures, the identity of the cellular elements will become conclusively apparent.

I think, then, it cannot be denied by those who are familiar with the microscopic appearances of the sputa in the different forms of pulmonary disorder, that varieties of abortive, dete-
riorated, and depraved epithelial cell growth present in these excreta are identical in appearance with those which are seen in the renal casts, the only distinction being in the apparently tubular form of the one, and the more diffluent aspect of the other. Yet I have occasionally, and after some patient research, found, especially in chronic phthisis, and once in capillary bronchitis, casts in all respects, except in size, identical with renal casts. In pulmonary diseases these excretory matters are derived from the metamorphosis of the epithelial elements of the bronchial mucous membrane. Can we hesitate to adopt the proposition that strictly analogous appearances occurring in the renal tubes are also derived from the metamorphosis of the abortive epithelial elements of the renal tubes? If this view be accepted, there is no longer any difficulty in understanding the nature and source of the renal casts. Proportioned to the intensity and character of the disturbing or irritating cause, we observe either—

I. Fibrinous blood-casts corresponding to what is seen in pneumonia.

II. Epithelial granular casts corresponding to what is seen in bronchitis.

III. Epithelial and purulent and granular casts, corresponding to the cellular elements in acute bronchitis and the stage of resolution in pneumonia; hyaline or transparent casts, as in simple catarrh; fatty casts, as is seen in phthisis.

The fibrinous blood-casts are clearly derived from a haemorrhage into renal tubes, and they evidently consist of blood-globules and fibrinous matter coagulated in the tubes; and the rust-coloured sputa of pneumonia is similarly formed.
The granular epithelial casts consist of epithelial cells, more granular than the healthy glandular epithelial cell; in fact, the cell in the earliest state of depraved metamorphosis. Many of these abortive cells break up and disintegrate, perhaps as soon as formed, and their granular or mucin-like contents, entangling therein cells which are swept away by the fluids from behind, present to the eye the appearance of epithelial cells held together by a fine granular material. The same conditions are apparent in the viscid sputa of bronchitis, and especially in bronchial catarrh.

The pus-cast is identical with what is seen in pneumonia and in capillary bronchitis. The epithelial cell, instead of being simply abortive, cloudy, and granular, has degenerated into the more rapidly growing pus-cell. This is also washed away by the current from behind, and so long as the pus or mucus is derived from the epithelial elements only of the renal tube it preserves this tubular appearance. But if, as in cases of scrofulous or calculous pyelitis, the pus is derived from the cellular elements of the interstitial tissue, then the pus is no longer held together in tubular-formed casts, but becomes freely diffused through the urine as fluid pus, a condition analogous to what is seen in tubercular ulceration of the lungs. The fatty casts represent the most advanced state of degeneration. The cells contain large aggregations of fatty nuclei. Sometimes the cells are large compound cells, with numerous highly resplendent nuclei; accompanying these are fatty granules, varying in size, sometimes aggregated together, sometimes free.

These appearances are familiar to us as occurring most frequently in cases of phthisis, where there is albuminous urine, and where the kidneys are eventually found with the cha-
racters of the waxy or spermaceti-like (lardaceous or amyloid) degeneration.

The hyaline or transparent cast, so identical in appearance with what comes from mucous membranes under the simple form of irritation, as in ordinary bronchial catarrh, represents I believe the terminal period of the equally milder forms of renal disturbance, as well as the more severe ones of atrophy. In all those curable cases of albuminuria which follow scarlet fever, so soon as the renal engorgement with its fibrinous blood-casts has given place to the epithelial granular casts, they in their turn, slowly and pari passu, with the diminution, and even disappearance of the albumen from the urine, are followed by these hyaline or transparent casts, and represent, I think, a state of the tubes analogous to ordinary catarrh, that is, mucous-cells (uninuclear) are formed, which quickly disintegrate and break up; and this disintegration produces the colourless mucin-like material, transparent and glassy, with here and there a resplendent granule, the abortive nucleus of one of these defective cells. (Plate III, fig. 1.)

The hyaline-casts, even the most delicate and transparent, always contain, or are accompanied by resplendent nuclei; the nuclei doubtless of the disintegrated cells.

These hyaline-casts are very frequent in cases of gouty kidney, especially where the amount of albumen is not large. In the more serious forms of albuminuria their presence always marks a period of comparative improvement and diminution of the dropsy; and a return to the formation of cells more adapted to perform the function of excreting the usual urinary constituents.

Again, as a general rule, those cases eventually do best in which either the so-called pus cells, or even pus-casts,
that is, cells with a trefoiled or reniform nucleus, are mixed up with, or take the place of the epithelial casts; for these pus-cells, or mucous-cells, really represent a safer direction for cell development to take than the highly fatty, or highly granular, or the compound granule-cells, which are the types of the more intractable forms of renal degeneration.

I have, therefore, no hesitation in expressing my conviction that these casts are derived from the metamorphosis or breaking up of the epithelial cells of the renal tubes, excepting in the case of the fibrinous blood-cast, which appears to be formed by the coagulation of the fibrine entangling blood-corpuscles within it, and is therefore formed directly by haemorrhage. In all other forms of the so-called tube casts, they are derived from the metamorphosis of cells in various stages of degeneration and decay; for it must be recollected that all these casts contain evidence of broken up cell structure.

I now approach the second branch of these observations,—the evidence which suggests that the albumen in albuminous urine is derived as a secretion from the abortive cloudy granular cells which fill the uriniferous tubes of all kidneys yielding albuminous urine.

Whence is the albumen derived which appears in the urine so abundantly in cases of albuminuria?

It is generally believed to drain through the Malpighian capillaries. It is affirmed that the serous elements of the blood percolate through these capillaries, which, in health, are supposed to furnish only the aqueous constituent of the urine. But if this were so, then the urine should contain not albumen alone, but the usual proportion of salts which make up the constituents of the serum of the blood. But
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this is impossible to prove, because the saline constituents of the urine of health do not materially differ, except in quantity, both relative and absolute, from those which are present in the serum of the blood.

Carbonates, sulphates, phosphates, chlorides of sodium and potassium, lime, and magnesia, in varying proportions, are present in both fluids. Some salts are found in the urine which are not present in the serum of the blood; but there are no salts in the serum which are not present in healthy urine. The chemical analysis of the urine, then, throws no light on the source from whence the albumen comes, and we still are left to conjecture, or to further investigation, to trace the channel through which so large a quantity of albumen is carried out of the system.

The explanation hitherto offered, that it is a simple percolation of the serous elements of the blood through the Malpighian capillaries, occasioned by obstructed circulation, has always appeared to me unsatisfactory.

1st. It is too mechanical.

2ndly. So direct a drain would, it might be supposed, have a corresponding influence in lessening the watery or serous character of the blood in Bright's disease. Yet the opposite is notorious: for the greater the albuminous drain through the kidneys the more watery and serous does the blood become.

M. Robin has proposed a theory to explain the presence of albumen of the urine.

He considers that in health, albumen, as an excrementitious product, is decomposed in the blood by the functions of respiration; and that the nitrogenous residue of this combustion, urea and uric acid, are eliminated by the urine. Whatever, therefore, interferes with this metamorphosis of the
albumen in the lungs causes its presence in the renal secretion. Thus, albumen is present in many pulmonary disorders—capillary bronchitis, phthisis, pneumonia, and certain cardiac affections.

M. Robin concludes that, when the respiratory process of combustion is too feeble to destroy the whole of the albumen which should be consumed in a given time, the general vitality is diminished; and thus, more or less albumen is allowed to pass into the urine: in fact, just so much as escapes transformation into urea and uric acid. The theory is ingenious and plausible; but it will not stand the test of clinical proof. The urine is albuminous in some cases of capillary bronchitis, in some cases of pneumonia, phthisis, and cardiac disease; even in some cases of emphysema and chronic bronchitis, but not in all. The hypothesis must fall, if (the assumed conditions being present) the proof fails even in one instance.

There are various physiological experiments and observations which, undeniably, favour the hitherto received opinion that the albumen of the urine is obtained directly from the blood. Bernard has shown that crude albumen injected into the jugular vein produces temporary albuminuria. And he further remarks that, in health, if the albumen of two or three raw eggs be swallowed, albumen will appear in the urine. I have tried, but have not been able to verify this experiment.

The liver is supposed to possess a powerful modifying agency on albuminous matters. Lehmann declares that 30 per cent. of albumen entering the liver by the portal vein, disappears in its passage through that organ, and cannot be found in the hepatic vein.
Dr. Parkes is inclined to the opinion that the liver plays an important part in the development of albuminuria; he thinks, through some failure in preparation, either by the stomach or the liver, albumen enters the right side of the heart, still in a crude state, and in a condition similar to that introduced into the jugular vein in Bernard's experiment.

And he very pertinently adds, "many cases," I am inclined to say all, "appear to be of blood origin, and among the many common antecedents of Bright's disease are circumstances of diet and mode of life impairing the processes of the stomach and liver. In how many cases," he asks, "although no liver disease was suspected during life, do we find the structure of this organ seriously diseased. In the history of Bright's disease there are many reasons for believing that the nutrition of the tissues is early and deeply affected."

Even admitting the soundness of this view, it still offers as an explanation but a simple mechanical filtration of the serous elements of the blood, the albuminous matters, through the walls of the capillaries arising from blood stasis. The sluggish current delayed in the capillaries, parts with its albuminous constituents, which infiltrate the surrounding tissue. In this way it is supposed that the renal circulation being impeded and overcharged with highly albuminized blood the excess of albuminous material may find its way into the renal tubes, and finally appear in the urine. This explanation may be sufficiently intelligible for the early stages, particularly the acute stage of morbus Brightii. But will it suffice to account for the large proportion of albumen which continues in the urine in chronic cases for months, and as the experience of many of us can testify,
for years, in cases that have lost all trace of disease, except that which is still considered the most significant, the albumen in the urine.

It appears to me more consistent with the recent researches of pathologists, to conceive that this abundant excretory product is, at any rate in these chronic cases of albuminuria, more immediately derived from the agency of cells; and if so, we must consider the albumen in the urine in the light of a secretion. Then, if as a secretion, whence derived? My answer is either from the abortive casts, or from the disintegration and rapid breaking up of these imperfect cells, which are in constant and rapid formation, and which are generated in the place of the true and vigorous gland-cell, whose office it would be to secrete the constituents only of ordinary urine.

Can any proof be adduced in favour of this opinion? Analogy is not proof, but analogy, I think, justifies it. It is well known that in pneumonia all the chloride of sodium which should appear in the urine, disappears from that excretion, and makes its appearance in the sputa from the pulmonary-cells. Can we, for a moment, suppose that this chloride is a simple filtration of the salt from the blood through the walls of the capillaries in the air-cells? What determines its presence here, rather than in any other tissue, but that the cells attract this chloride as essential to their development? The chloride is absent from the urine, and present in the sputa only so long as these cells are formed and thrown off. Its absence from the urine marks the period of hepatization, and as liquefaction of the exuded product goes on, and the rusty sputa slowly gives way to a free, purulent, and eventually a muco-purulent expectoration, the
chloride disappears from the pulmonary exudation, and re-appears in the urine.

But what exercises this force of attraction? Not simply the condition of the inflammatory process; for if so, inflammatory tissues generally should attract the chlorides, and in every form of inflammation they should be absent from the urine.

The sputa of pneumonic inflammation are derived from the fibro-serous coat of the air-cavity, the cells of which, while attracting and forming the fibrinous and croupous material possess apparently a special affinity for the chlorides.

It is an attraction essential, perhaps, to the development of the abortive cells which accompany the fibrinous and croupous exudation, and continues until ulterior changes in the character of the excreted matters have become perfected.

Again, in gouty inflammation, we know, from the researches of Dr. Garrod, that the essence of the inflammatory process is a deposit in the cartilaginous, ligamentous, tendinous, and osseous tissues of uric acid, and its soda base.

Here, again, there cannot be simple transudation of the urate through the walls of the capillary blood-vessels.

For cartilage is non-vascular: the blood, however, has been proved to contain uric acid in excess in gout. How, then, can it find its way to the non-vascular cartilaginous tissue, except by a special or peculiar affinity which the cartilage-cell exercises for the excrementitious matter when it accumulates, or is not freely carried off by the kidneys.

We daily recognise, and can, during life, satisfactorily demonstrate this affinity of cartilage-cells for uric acid and its soda base. The cartilages of the ear, in gouty habits, are the well-known seat of these uric acid deposits. Dr.
Garrod was, I believe, the first to point out this pathological fact, and use it as a test of distinction between true gout and rheumatism. It may at all times be applied to any individual in whom there lurks the gouty habit. Thus the morbid matter of gout, the uric acid, is not deposited, hap-hazard, here or there; but only in certain well-defined tissues, and these appear to be the cells of cartilage, ligament, tendon, and bone, which seem to be endowed with an elective or selective power; and attract to themselves this material, which remains persistently in the cells of the tissue in which it is deposited.

Again, why in acute rheumatic fever is there so marked a disposition to the accumulation of the fibrinous elements of the blood on the valves of the heart as well as on the exocar- dial membrane, but that the cellular elements of these tissues exercise a certain attractive force by which fibrine is drawn from the blood? The cellular elements of the serous sur- face, as Virchow has shown, take up this excess of fibrine; the process, therefore, is not a simple filtration or mechanical transudation of the fibrine, as was once conceived, but an example of perverted cell nutrition.

Moreover, it appears to be difficult to understand how ulterior changes could take place in the material deposited on the valves of the heart, if, as I shall hereafter endeavour to show, it was a simple filtrate of fibrine, unaccompanied by any cellular elements. How could it as pure fibrine, such as we recognise it when obtained direct from the blood by whipping, undergo either purulent, fatty, or earthy degene- ration, except through the agency of cells?

Again, in regard to the phenomena of some blood-poisons, for instance, syphilis, why should certain structures be spe-
cially affected, as others are exempt from the secondary effects of this disease? Why are the iris, the periosteal and osseous structures, the skin, and certain portions of the epithelial membranes, the chief seats of its manifestations, but that the cellular elements of those parts exercise a species of affinity or selection for certain morbific agents? Again, why in jaundice should there be that remarkable difference between the colour of the conjunctiva and the skin, and the internal parts of the mouth; the intense orange tinge of the two former contrasting so strangely with the red natural-looking colour of the inside of the lips, cheek, and tongue; but that the cells of the orange-stained tissues possess an elective or selective power not possessed by the epithelial cells of the alimentary canal, for the pigmentary element of the bile retained in the blood in those forms of liver disorders giving rise to jaundice. Moreover, in this disorder the renal epithelial-cell appears to possess this selective power to a great degree, hence so large a portion of the bile-pigments in jaundice finds its outlet through the kidneys.

I must therefore, venture to express my conviction that if, as we may reasonably suppose, the chlorides in pneumonia are excreted through the agency of the cellular elements thrown off in the sputa,—if the uric acid compounds in gout find their way from the blood through the agency and affinity of cartilage and other cells; if in the so-called inflammatory process of serous surfaces the fibrinous element of the blood is fixed in those tissues as an exudation chiefly through the agency of cellular affinity; if in jaundice only certain cells take up the retained bile-pigment, so I would conclude that the albuminous matter, so persistently and continuously
excreted in chronic morbus Brightii (albuminuria) is derived, not by a simple filtration from the blood-vessels, but by the affinity or demand for the albumen of the blood by the continuous formation of imperfect or abortive cells, which either secrete it or produce it by their disintegration or breaking up.

Analogy is not proof; and thus far, I have only sought to show by analogy what happens in other tissues and in other diseases.

I shall be asked, can any direct observation or experiment be brought forward to justify the opinion that the albumen in morbus Brightii is derived from the breaking up of the abortive cellular elements of the uriniferous tubes?

It is a well-known pathological fact, that the contents of all cells are albuminous. The contents of the pus-cell are albuminous; the contents of the mucous or abortive epithelial-cell are albuminous.

Dr. William Addison, whose contributions to the doctrines of cellular pathology are well known in his work on 'Healthy and Diseased Structure,' says, "when blood- or pus-cells are ruptured by liquor potassae, the resulting material is a viscous matter, apparently identical in all essential respects with lymph or mucus, capable of forming fibres; sometimes spontaneously, and always upon the application of re-agents, leaving an albuminous material in solution.

The pus-cell is admitted to be derived as a transitional form from other cellular elements, and especially from epithelial elements.

Now, if we take a number of pus-cells and act upon the cell-wall by liquor potassae, the wall is dissolved, and the contents of the cell set free. If the viscid magma thus formed be acidulated with nitric acid to neutralize the potash, which
holds the albumen in solution, upon the application of heat, or any of the known re-agents for albumen, the presence of that substance may clearly be demonstrated.

The inference I venture to draw from this experiment is, that the breaking up of the cell-wall by liquor potassae has liberated the albuminous contents of the cells, while the microscope testifies to the disruption of the other elements of the tissue.

Objections no doubt may be advanced to the conclusion I would deduce from this experiment, but the subject is worthy of a more extended inquiry which I am at present pursuing. I would, however, venture here to offer as a subject for further inquiry—whether the albumen in the urine, in all cases where its presence is shown, is a secretion derived from the action of imperfect gland-cells; and if that question shall hereafter be satisfactorily answered in the affirmative; then, as a subsidiary subject of inquiry, I would venture to ask, is the albumen, a pathological substitute for urea, and if so, to what extent?

Several chemists have asserted that albumen can be converted into urea by the influence of certain oxidizing agents.

Béchamp obtained urea by the action of permanganate of potash on albumen.

Dr. Lionel Beale states* that he has not been able to confirm these observations. On the other hand, Dr. Thudichum distinctly states† that when albumen is digested with permanganate of potash, urea is the result of the oxidation.

The chemical evidence is thus far contradictory; but the fact cannot have escaped notice, that cases frequently occur
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in which the urine continues for months, and even years, persistently albuminous. I know two cases of near four years’ duration, the patients’ health being fairly re-established, all the chief functions being performed with undeviating regularity, and with no obvious disorder, except in the composition of the urine. The character of this being the presence of albumen, with diminution of urea. Although we are as yet without proof, yet it has appeared to me probable that the albumen in the urine (in these long standing cases) must, in some way, take the place of the urea, and become, as it were, its pathological substitute.

The organic chemists are very skilful in conjugating the elements of organic substances; or, in other words, transposing the elements of organic substances with the addition of an atom or two of oxygen, or an atom or two of the elements of water, of carbonic acid, or other proximate principles, and thus explaining the metamorphosis which a particular substance undergoes in the process of change. But there is, at present, no generally accepted formula for albumen, and, therefore, we cannot theoretically explain the probable conversion of albumen into urea by an oxidizing agent.

I am fully conscious that objections to the proposition that the albumen is a secretion derived from abortive or imperfect gland-cells, may be found in the cases of temporary albuminuria, apparently dependent on arrest of blood through the lungs producing a mechanical engorgement of the kidneys from obstruction to the current of blood from these organs, as in pneumonia, some forms of heart disease; the pressure in some cases of the gravid uterus, and in the experiment of Dr. Robinson of Newcastle, in tying the emulgent
veins in rabbits.* But the albumen in each of these instances finds its way into the urine as the result of simple blood stasis in the kidney; from mechanical impediment to the circulation. And I would venture to answer, that though these be instances of temporary albuminuria, ceasing as soon as the healthy current of the blood through the organs is restored, yet even that temporary embarrassment of the circulation is of sufficient duration to affect the healthy development of the gland-cell. The moment the circulation through an organ is in any degree obstructed, provided the obstruction be something more than momentary, the function, the secretion, the nutrition, and consequently the subsequent development of the gland-cells, is proportionately disturbed.

Principles of Treatment.

I will now proceed to offer a few observations on the subject of treatment, and especially the principle which seems to me more particularly applicable in these cases of renal dropsy.

It has been shown that the disease is not limited to the kidneys, that it is wide-spread in its influence, although the focus of its devastation may be chiefly viewed in those organs. It is essentially a process significant of deterioration and decay.

It must be admitted, that in the early history of these disorders, by far too exclusive attention has been paid to the state of the kidneys and the urine; and, although this con-
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dition is manifestly the key to interpret the character of the general disorder, yet remedies have been, and even continue to be given, having special reference to those organs, and those organs only.

In the early acute stage of the disorder, at a period when a tumultuous and destructive change is hurrying toward a fatal issue, remedies are chiefly selected to control the local process in the kidneys.

A distinguished physician and well-known writer on this disease (Dr. Christison), recommends strongly, and practises bloodletting in the acute stage, to moderate the inflammatory action in these organs.

Other physicians prefer local depletion from the loins, either by taking blood, or simply applying the cups.

Diaphoretics are employed to excite the action of the skin and save the kidneys; drastic purgatives, at the same time, to drain away the dropsical fluids, and husband the power of the kidneys.

Digitalis to lower and moderate the heart's action, and by its diuretic action increase the outlet of fluid by the kidneys.

Tannin and gallic acid to restrain and moderate the drain of albumen by the kidneys, and uvae ursi for a like reason.

With the exception of bloodletting, each of the above-named remedies may, according to the requirements of an individual case, be needed, particularly in the early or acute stage. Special symptoms will obviously require special remedies. But I am not dealing with the differences of individual cases, for, as regards them, each case of morbus Brightii affords a separate study; but I am desirous of drawing attention to that which is common to all—the unmistakable evi-
dence that this form of disease represents a degeneration or decay. It is not a state to be represented by the organism plus something which has to be taken away, but by the organism minus something which has to be added. Now that something is nutrition—nutritive elements of the nitrogenous series to supply the pabulum for fresh cells and active reproduction. Will bloodletting supply this? Will the abstraction of blood-globules from a fluid already exhausted of these, and reduced to a minimum, give aid to renewed cell-growth? In the acute form of the disease I do not affirm that diaphoretics are not needful. I do not affirm that purgatives are not often most salutary in reducing the amount of fluid accumulated in the tissues. I do not say that digitalis is not a most efficient agent in certain stages of these disorders; but I do say that they are each and all insufficient—positively harmful, if not accompanied or followed, according to their action, by agents and remedies intended to fulfil the fundamental principle of treatment, the restoration to the organism of the power of reproduction of those cells which are rapidly disappearing by processes of solution and decay.

With regard to bloodletting, I unhesitatingly assert that it is injurious: it is manifestly hostile to the fundamental principle on which the treatment of these forms of disease should be based. So long as these disorders were considered as inflammatory, so long as the dropsy was viewed as a product of inflammatory action, such treatment by venesection, or cupping, was only consistent with those doctrines. But here are forms of diseased action in which the blood itself exhibits a deficiency of its most important constituent, in which to take more blood would be but to deteriorate still more the
quality of the already impoverished fluid. The òedematous eye-lids, the anasaraceous extremities, the pasty, putty-like complexion, the wheezing respiration from pulmonary òedema—even though the albuminous urine be stained or tinged with blood, and ñæmaturia of notable amount has been present,—signify deterioration, and decay; a depraved blood—broken down by some imperfect source of supply—or poisoned by the presence of some of the so-called blood-poisons, more especially the poison of scarlet fever, the deleterious influence of which upon the blood few will dispute, although the manner of action is yet unknown.

If we suppose the blood of the patient in acute rheumatism, or of puerperal peritonitis, to represent the most expressive form of inflammatory blood—blood characterised by the excess of the fibrine and increase in the blood-globules—a true hyperinosis—then the blood of albuminuria stands as its very opposite—deficient in fibrine and blood globules, a veritable hypinosis. If these views be correct—if these pathological doctrines be admitted—then, theoretically, would not bloodletting be injurious? I have only to appeal to those around me, to the experience of all physicians, and they will affirm that, practically, it is equally so.

If, then, the principle on which these cases of albuminuria is to be conducted be to build up and restore, rather than to take from or reduce, how and by what agents can this be accomplished?

Rest, warmth, nutritive stimuli, and blood-forming remedies (ñæmaties), are the agents by which this object may be accomplished.

The very instincts, the necessity of the patient, will seek rest, so far as rest means bodily quiet: but therapeutically
by rest is meant something more—it is an endeavour to place all the functions of the body in a comparative state of calm, to limit the excessive action of some and bring all, so far as may be placed in our power, to what may be called the physiological state of equilibrium and repose.

This will, of course, necessitate attention to those functions which are most disturbed, and which are most readily within the reach of medicinal agents. It is, therefore, at this stage, that the action of diaphoretics and purgatives and even hydrogogue cathartics may be necessary. These latter are often productive of great benefit, by draining from the system, through their action on the intestinal villi, the serous fluid which infiltrates the tissues, and which the kidneys are totally unable to excrete. The glandular function of the kidneys is for a time in abeyance, the epithelial-cells are cloudy with granular matter, which is either infiltrating the interstitial tissue of the kidney, or the cells are cast forth in tubular masses, abortive and inefficient. A drain of fluid by the intestines, relieves to a certain extent the kidneys; and it is a well known clinical fact that in all those cases of renal dropsy in which diarrhoea occurs spontaneously, a more favorable progress is noted, than in those where the same result has to be obtained by drastic purgatives.

At this early stage of the disorder we find those differences in the degree and character of the functional disturbances, other than the renal, which renders it impossible to lay down any unalterable scheme for our guidance. Every case in this respect is a study of itself.

If it be borne in mind, that the sole object of the physician in the management of a case of renal dropsy at the earlier period, is to prepare the organism for the influence of
the nutritive stimuli and blood forming remedies which constitute the fundamental measures of cure, then it will be needless to expatiate further on the various remedies which may appropriately enough be employed in this preparatory stage of treatment. A detail of the treatment of the early period, or what is called the acute stage of the disease, is unnecessary, as my object is to consider rather the principle which is to guide us in the treatment of the case which has passed from the acute to the chronic stage, and presents some favorable indications of relief.

Warmth is in itself so essential an element of nutrition, that it is only necessary for me to observe here, that a careful attention to maintain the surface of the body at an equable state of temperature by means of flannel clothing, and in the winter time by avoiding an exposure to irregularity of cold, are advantages which cannot be over estimated in the management of renal dropsy.

The influence of pure air, the stimulus given to the blood forming power by the agency of pure air, is too well known to require further remark. In the management of cases in a rank of life where change of residence can be commanded, the sea-side, or resort to localities elevated in situation, and possessing the characters of what is called a bracing quality, should be selected. But these are points which need no further comment.

I turn, however, to what may be called nutritive stimulants.

I feel now, sir, that I am entering on controversial ground. The consideration of the action of stimulants in renal dropsy opens up the whole question, whether alcohol is a nutritive element or not.
The limit of these lectures will not permit me to enter into the fulness of this question, so interesting to the practical physician. The subject has been discussed from a chemical point of view, as well as from a physiological one.

I will venture to look at it simply from the clinical point of view without committing myself to the declaration, that wine or alcohol is a nutriment. I will venture, nevertheless, to assert that clinical observation proves it a most efficient (hand-maid) aid to nutritives.

From the clinical point of view it is generally believed that in most diseases, especially those of a low and depressed character, that the elements of nutrition are more energetically and efficiently taken up and appropriated by the aid of vinous stimuli than without them.

Clinically the result is, I believe, beyond dispute. But, can the beneficial effect of this agent be theoretically explained?

It would be out of place here, and beyond the purport and scope of these lectures, to discuss the question of the action of alcohol. But, I trust an observation on the use of vinous stimuli in renal dropsy may not be thought inappropriate.

In considering the use of vinous stimuli in renal dropsy, I would most emphatically place certain limits on its use.

First, as regards the quality or kind, as well as the amount or quantity, and time for use.

Secondly, as to the stage of the disease in which it is most efficient.

First, as to the quality or kind. All crude spirits derived from the distillation of grain or sugar are prejudicial; they are certainly not equally efficacious with those derived by fermentation from the grape. Brandy, whiskey, hollands,
gin, rum, are prejudicial, even beer is of doubtful use. The stimulants most beneficial are wines of any kind, or country, provided they are pure and sound. They must be used in moderate quantity, and always in conjunction with food, particularly animal food, either at, or immediately after the meal. They must, on no account, be taken on an empty stomach. Wines thus given appear to promote the digestion of nitrogenous substances; to invigorate the metamorphosis of the products of digestion; and to enrich the blood with material calculated to promote cell growth. Moreover, wine in moderation, increases the chief constituent of the urine, urea; and, if this be derived from the metamorphosis of the muscular elements, it would directly show that a larger amount of nitrogenous food was appropriated, and that nutrition had become more active.

We are taught physiologically that wine diminishes the quantity of urea, for it saves tissue, and urea is derived from the metamorphosis of muscular tissue; but I would infer clinically, that wine, by promoting the digestion of nitrogenous food, increases the urea, though diminishing the amount of the metamorphosis of the tissues of the body.

The stage of the disease best calculated to feel the beneficial influence of wine is not so difficult to determine as at first might be imagined.

I believe it will be found, that except during the very commencement of the symptoms, when to the evidence of engorgement of the kidneys, through the presence of hæmaturia, there are added some degree of febrile disturbance, restlessness, thirst, inappetency, and a furled tongue, that, under every other condition of the patient, wine in moderation should be prescribed. The instant the stomach will
bear animal food, or, in other words, as soon as the inclination of the patient permits it, animal food should be given in some palatable form, and its amount thereafter proportioned to the powers of the patient's digestion. At first beef-tea, or some well prepared soup is all that the stomach can, without disturbance, digest; but slowly and gradually the stomach recovers its power, and the patient begins to crave for more.

It is a most interesting fact to remark here, that the albumen in the urine decreases by the use of animal food, and increases again under a vegetable diet. I have experimentally proved this. Is it not natural then to conclude, that the nitrogenous elements of animal food are better adapted to enrich the blood with the elements of cell-forming power in these diseases where that power is deficient, than can be expected or gained from any form of vegetable diet?

But animal food, even with improved powers of digestion, though aided by wine, will but slowly impart to the impoverished and watery blood, the nutritive material necessary for its restoration, to fit it, in its turn, for the support and nutrition of the tissues.

The preparations of iron have long been justly regarded as instrumental in helping to enrich the blood with red corpuscles; and hence appropriately enough called hæmaties. In all cases where there is evidence of a poor defective blood, called by whatsoever name, anæmia, spanæmia, leukæmia, in the sequel of many acute diseases, whether as the result of treatment by bleeding, as was formerly the case in acute rheumatic fever, or from the blood-destroying character of the disease itself, as in the convalescing stage of most fevers,
whether continued or intermittent, the rapid and beneficial restorative action of chalybeate medicines or steel, as it is popularly called, particularly in conjunction with animal food and wine, is universally acknowledged and confirmed by daily experience. The preparations of iron in the ‘Pharmacopoeia’ are numerous, but there is one which in these cases of renal dropsy stands pre-eminent for its efficacy, and should be preferred in these cases before all others. It is the tincture of the sesquichloride. But it is not as a sesquichloride that its efficacy is most perceived in these cases. It is as an ammonio-chloride, kept in solution by acetic acid, that its beneficial influence becomes most apparent. It is a very simple preparation, a few drops of the tincture, according to the age of the patient, are added to a dram of the liquor ammonia acetatis, previously acidulated with acetic acid.

If this be not done—if the sesquichloride is added to the neutral liquor, an insoluble ammonio-chloride falls, which is with difficulty again taken up; but, if the saline is first acidulated a beautiful sherry-red fluid is produced, which is neither unpalatable, nor liable to decomposition, and may be kept any time. The tincture of the sesquichloride has long possessed the favorable opinion of physicians in most cases of renal or genito-vesical disorder.

It has been supposed to act almost specifically in dysuria from spasmodic conditions of the sphincter of the neck of the bladder. Dr. Parkes, in his excellent work on the Urine, p. 395, thinks that the sesquichloride in morbus Brightii, reduces the quantity of water, and probably, in some instances, the albumen. So far, however, as my observations enable me to judge, these conditions, more particularly the diminution of
the albumen, or the alteration of its chemical character, that is, its conversion into the condition of albuminose, a modified albumen, does not become evident till proofs are equally present by the diminution or disappearance of the dropsy, and the altered character of the cells and casts thrown off from the kidneys, that a blood, richer in all the elements of cell-growth, has been produced.

It has fallen under my observation that in the long period which elapses while these beneficial results are progressing, that the albumen thrown off with the urine undergoes certain modifications, and passes from the ordinary condition, so familiar to us as coagulating by heat and nitric acid, into one which the chemists have called albuminose, or modified albumen, and which has been regarded as an oxidized form of albumen, and called the deutoxide of albumen. I think that when it is discovered that the albuminous product has undergone this change a more favorable opinion may be expressed as to ultimate and permanent recovery, than where, notwithstanding the disappearance of the dropsy and the general improvement in the health of the patient, the urine continues to exhibit, although in decreasing quantity, the presence of albumen in its ordinary form.

Time will not permit my giving in detail the history of cases which illustrate the favorable progress that may be expected to follow the steady adhesion to these principles of treatment. I can refer to several cases of three and four years', and one of seven years' duration. The interest attaching to these cases consists in the steady improvement of the general health, notwithstanding the daily drain, during more than three years of a large amount of albumen, an improvement which has steadily proceeded with concurring
evidence of the gradual restoration of healthy cell development. These beneficial results appear to me to have been brought about by an undeviating, unhesitating course of treatment based on the principles set before you—commencing at a time when the patient's condition was most unpromising, and continued with but partial interruptions, and those but for a few days, up to the present time.

General Reflections on the preceding.

I well venture, then, to conclude that renal dropsy—dropsy with albuminous urine—is significant not only of various forms and degrees of kidney degeneration, but of a decadence and consequent failure in function of almost all the other tissues of the body. It would appear to be significant of a wide and all but universal defect in the formative or cell forming agency.

If we adopt the physiological view, that healthy cell development depends on the selection of highly nitrogenized material for the nucleus, as well as for the contents of the cell, that cell representing the highest degree of vital activity and energy in which the nitrogenous nucleus is the most concentrated; then viewing the development of less healthy cells, the power of selecting or condensing nitrogenous matter grows weaker and weaker, till in the lowest forms the cell contains but an albuminous fluid with hydrocarbon granules, oftentimes fatty, perhaps amyloid, and consequently totally inefficient for all functional purposes of secretion.

From this point of view I will venture to submit that our
methods of treatment should more decidedly embrace the principle of nutrition and support; that our main object should be to invigorate the powers of the organism; that we should call to our aid whatever is calculated to maintain and promote the force of cellular reproduction, so that, by these means, the decaying powers may, if possible, be revived.

Guided by such principles, many cases which at first afford but faint prospect of relief, pass from a stage of imminent danger to one of hope and encouragement; and eventually either permanently recover, or at least give assurance that a form of disease which was but lately thought incurable may be brought within the category of those which are remediable and tractable.
LECTURE III.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—I desire to-day to ask your attention to some pathological facts connected with cardiac and pulmonary dropsy.

Dropsy is significant of two forms of disease of the heart. In one, the affection of the heart is viewed as the primary cause of the dropsy. In the other, the condition of the heart is secondary or subsidiary to certain states of the lungs.

It is to these two forms of heart disease connected with dropsy that I desire now to direct attention.

In the first of these, the disease originates in the heart; the left heart, more particularly its valves. In the second, the heart becomes implicated as a sequel to disease in other organs, more particularly the lungs, with evidence of defective nutrition in itself. In the first case, therefore, the heart is the primary source of the symptoms; in the second, it is only subordinate or intermediate thereto.

As a preface to the subject of cardiac dropsy, perhaps I may be permitted to place before you, by way of contrast, two typical cases of this form of disease; the one arising from mitral regurgitant and aortic obstructive disease; the other originating in emphysema and chronic bronchitis, and mani-
festing changes in the right heart, in the shape of dilatation and attenuation of its walls.

A young person, about the age of puberty, has suffered from symptoms of acute rheumatic fever; the cardiac complications may have been pericarditis, or disorganization of the mitral and aortic valves. The convalescence from the fever is slow, and probably marked by shortness of breath and great palpitations on the slightest bodily effort; a few weeks pass; some ill-defined disturbing cause occurs; the respirations become more deeply affected; and soon the feet and ankles begin to swell. There is a remarkable alabaster whiteness of the skin. The dropsy rises higher and higher; the cutaneous surface glistens from over distension. The heart's action becomes more and more embarrassed and tumultuous; the lungs become gorged. There is a frequent short and distressing cough. The sputa are frothy and blood-stained; the breath is cold. The impulse of the heart to the hand is undulatory, and a confused systolic murmur is heard; fine moist crepitating sounds are heard all over the chest, and more particularly at the base of both lungs. The eye-balls are protruding. The alae nasi are distended, and rise and fall during the hurried and laboured respiration. The youthful countenance has an anxious and remarkable expression, given by the glistening sclerotic. The tongue is red and moist; purplish perhaps, but clean, or moist and clammy. The urine is scanty, but free from albumen. The abdominal cavity is also free from fluid; or, perhaps slowly, signs of its presence may come on from imperfect circulation through the liver. The respirations become more frequent, more laboured, more distressing. The tubes of the air-passages fill with frothy sputa from the gorged lungs, and soon the
scene closes, and death by apnoea terminates the sufferings of the youthful patient.

Such is the significant picture of dropsy from disease of the left heart—essentially cardiac dropsy.

Let me ask attention to the characteristics of the other forms of dropsy, where the heart becomes secondarily affected.

A person of the middle period of life has long been subjected to chronic cough and occasional attacks of dyspnœa, with more or less abundant expectoration.

The health begins to fail; to break as the people say. The feet begin to swell, and bodily activity gradually becomes more and more limited. The dropsical effusion increases and extends. The cough and shortness of breath become more distressing. There are frequent, even daily attacks of a spasmodic gasping for breath, and the inspiratory movement of the chest is reduced to the minimum limit.

The countenance wears a dull, leaden expression; the face becomes dusky; the eyes inexpressive, hazy and misty in their character. The lips are bluish; the tongue cold, clammy, and of a livid hue. The breath comes to the hand reduced in temperature. The upper and lower extremities become more and more anasarous; and the feet and hands are bluish and mottled. A distressing tension of the cuticle, even to bursting, marks also the extent of the infiltration of the connective tissue of the extremities, and in colour and temperature they may assimilate the appearance of mortification.

The abdomen may afford, by fluctuation, signs of the presence of fluid; and the urine, scanty and high coloured, may begin to exhibit traces of albumen.
The patient is propped up in bed, bent forward; the shoulders rounded, so that the head may be bowed between the knees.

An exalted resonance characterises the percussion sound of the chest behind; no ordinary respiratory sound can be heard; a moist or coarse mucous murmur, with wheezing and cooing sounds are heard everywhere.

The heart affords the feeblest impulse; perhaps none can be felt; the first and second sounds are distinct; perhaps sharper than natural. There is a remarkable pulsation observed in the veins of the neck.

The patient, propped up in bed, dozes rather than sleeps; takes food scantily; for either there is no desire for it, or so much flatulence follows, that a dread of the increased oppression to the breathing which follows, increases the aversion to it.

Such are the most distinctive features of that form of cardiac dropsy which arises from passive dilatation of the right heart; this organ, however, being secondarily, and not primarily affected, as in the first-named typical case.

The first of these disorders has reference to the valvular structures of the left side of the heart.

The second relates chiefly to the state of the walls, and the capacity of the cavities of the right side.

Moreover, as further points of distinction, the first is traceable, for the most part, to antecedent acute rheumatic inflammation, when the endocardium, the valves of the left cavity, or the pericardium, have been the seat of rheumatic disturbance, while the second has its origin in pulmonary disorder of long standing duration.

Disorganization of the valves of the left side of the heart
is a well known concomitant of acute rheumatism; yet it is not a little remarkable, and must be familiar to most physicians, how few suffer from dropsy, of those whose mitral valves only have become disordered; and in whom a mitral murmur is easily detected. How many patients we meet with who for years have thus suffered from an imperfect mitral valve, who enjoy a fair share of health, and who, except that they are not equal to any rapid bodily effort, such as running, or being hurried in their movements, go through a life of average duration without other serious inconvenience.

This exemption from the serious evils which follow a like form of disease in others, is partly due, perhaps, to the extent of the disorganization of the mitral valve, which will, of course, regulate the amount of pulmonary disturbance that will follow; but partly, and I believe chiefly, to the character of the succeeding changes which may occur in the morbid deposit leading to the disorganization of the valves.

The degree and extent of the deposit, whatever its character, must of course be the measure of the pulmonary disturbance, so that when the mitral valve is simply thickened, or its margin irregular, permitting a moderate amount of regurgitation, there will be a very different degree of pulmonary embarrassment, as compared with those cases in which both mitral and aortic valves are implicated, and where there is both aortic obstruction, as well as aortic and mitral regurgitant disorder; but it is chiefly to the special pathological character and resulting changes which take place in the deposit, that we must look for an explanation of the comparative immunity of some patients from serious and fatal consequences, and the fatality attending the disorder in others.
Hitherto it has been conceived that these deposits on the valves are derived directly as an exudation from the blood; in fact, a transudation, a filtrate of fibrine (from the hyperinotic blood) through the walls of the capillary vessels, and a simple permeation through the serous coat of the endocardium, and a deposit as coagulated fibrine on the surface of the valves. But I think Virchow (‘Cellular Pathology,’ p. 363, by Chance) has conclusively shown that there is no exudation in the sense formerly conceived; but that the cellular elements of the endocardial membrane take up a greater quantity of material, and the spot becomes swollen, and eventually rugged excrescences, or condyloma arise, and the integrity of the valve is destroyed.

Now, this deposit always exhibits a fibriform character when examined with the microscope:—if recent, it displays appearances somewhat dissimilar to fleshly coagulated fibrine, wavy or sinuous lines interlacing each other with more or less granular matter entangled in the meshes.

This deposit appears to suffer, or to develope within itself, different results. In some cases the morbid process seems to run a very rapid and tumultuous course; the fibriform deposit softens and crumbles down, drops off the valves to which it has been but loosely attached, is carried into the circulation, and those embolic deposits in remote and distant organs are produced with which we are now familiar; results made known to us, however, by Virchow, and subsequently by Dr. Kirkes, about the same time as by Virchow.

But there are two other resulting changes which these deposits undergo, and which are more particularly connected with the subject before me.
First, there is established a subordinate metamorphosis of the material deposited, a slow and continuous calcificative change takes place apparently in certain central or dis-severed points, and inorganic elements first in small, and eventually in larger quantities, can be chemically demonstrated. The inorganic material is always carbonate and phosphate of lime, in the same relative proportion as they are found in bone. There can frequently be demonstrated an obscure disposition to a stellar form of arrangement in the inorganic deposit, analogous to the stellate-cells of bone, which I conceive can only be effected through the agency of cells. This change in the character of the deposit has appropriately enough been termed the calcifying process. (Plate V, figs. 1 and 2.) It is a degree less than the process of ossification. Calcification appears to be to these cardiac and valvular deposits what cretefication is to tubercle. The term cretefication is inappropriate, for the earthy matter, the conservative metamorphosis of pulmonary tubercle, is not chalk; but carbonate and phosphate of lime in similar proportion to what exists in bone; and is, therefore, a strictly analogous process to that of calcification of cardiac and arterial tissue. (A specimen of cretefied tubercle is on the table.)

To return to the subordinate metamorphosis which takes place in these endocardial deposits.

The granular material, of which the deposit appears originally composed presents a certain wavy undulatory arrangement of the accompanying fibres, and gradually takes up earthy material at isolated points; these seem incapable of further change, except that which relates to extent and quantity.

It is this calcifying process which renders the deposit in-
capable of further change, and is assumed to exist in the valves of those who carry through life a systolic mitral murmur, and whose health does not materially suffer from its presence. It has occurred to me within the last five years to make a post-mortem examination of two persons who died from fever, who were known to have suffered severally, the one for eight, the other for twelve years, from a well pronounced mitral murmur. In both of these the margin of the mitral valve was opaque, and presented the character of a rigid ring, and cut with a grating sound; the left ventricle was hypertrophic. In both of these the earthy deposit existed, as shown in these drawings; and its chemical constitution was verified by analysis. (Plate V, figs. 1 and 2.) I assume, then, that this is the condition which ensures comparative safety to the patient from the ulterior effects of a disorganized valve; and explains, I think satisfactorily, the reason for this immunity.

There is one condition which must not be overlooked, and which may exercise a commanding influence over these favorable results: the body continues well nourished, and cell-development we may believe continues vigorous, healthy, and active.

The thickening of the valves in these cases originally arises from an excess of a fine granular matter, usually considered as arising from an inflammatory process, which is deposited in the texture of the valve.

It is really a thickening of the structural elements of the endocardial membrane which appear to take up this granular product and retains it; and it is in this granular material that minute traces of earthy matter may be traced. Microscopically, the tissue appears composed of wavy sinuous lines,
with a very granular aspect, studded here and there with patches of a dark, almost black aspect, which arises from light not being transmitted through them; by reflected light they appear white. The dark spots are quickly removed by digestion in dilute hydrochloric acid, and the solution yields by analysis proofs of the presence of carbonate and phosphate of lime.

This then, is the form of valvular disorder which remains so comparatively inert, or which at any rate, exhibits no disposition to be followed by dropsical symptoms.

The most frequent result is hypertrophy, or increased nutrition of the walls of the left ventricle, with the probable consequences of that complication. It is rarely, I believe never, the starting-point of cardiac dropsy.

The significance, then, of this process of calcification of the valve is not dropsy. Its morbid results and sequel are, for the most part, in an opposite direction. It may be, and most frequently is, followed by apoplexy; and I think we may here find an explanation of that pathological view which brings apoplexy in direct relation to hypertrophy of the heart. They have been placed in the position of cause and effect. The cerebral haemorrhage in apoplexy has been made to depend directly on the increased driving power of a strong and hypertrophie ventricle. But that which laid the foundation for the increased nutrition and strength of its walls, the morbid deposit forming the organic defect in the valve, becomes the immediate cause of the apoplectic.

That which most usually originates hypertrophy of the left heart, is either an imperfection of the valvular apparatus of this side, or a slowly increasing rigidity, and defective elasticity of the aortic sinus caused by deposits of an opaque
material, commonly called atheroma. (Plate V, fig. 1.) In cases of hypertrophy of the heart from these causes, this pathological product is not confined to the endocardial or aortic tissues; but slowly extends through the arterial system generally, and is either more abundantly deposited in the cerebral arteries, or their elasticity is more fatally destroyed. (Plate V, fig. 3.)

The brittleness or loss of elasticity in process of time arrives at that point that, under excitement of some disturbing cause, emotional or physical, the vessels, unequal to the increased pressure of blood from a powerful driving force on one side, and the impediment to the escape of blood through the great venous outlets, which is produced by the constriction the jugulars suffer by the muscles of the neck, whether from emotional or physical causes, give way, and hemorrhage into the cerebral substance, or apoplexy follows.

I have already pointed out the disposition which is apparent in this process of calcification for the earthy matter—obscurely in some cases, but, in cases of the so-called ossification of arteries, more pointedly, to assume the stellate form of arrangement, such as is apparent in ordinary osseous structures. I cannot conceive that this disposition to such a symmetrical grouping of the earthy matter can result from mere molecular attraction; but I believe it to be regulated by the organic or cellular elements in which the process is taking place.

I shall presently have occasion to refer more particularly to the agency of the cellular elements of these textures, after I have noticed the other form of subsidiary change and metamorphosis which these deposits suffer, and which becomes significant of the dropsy which follows. This, sad
to say, is by far the most frequent sequel to these valvular disorders.

As in the calcifying process, so in this, the changes are slow, insidious; and but for some attending symptoms to be noticed hereafter, only indirectly to be predicted during life.

This process is essentially a fatty degeneration of the morbid deposit. Not only are large and highly refractive granules of fat generated throughout the deposit; but these evidences of degeneration are further accompanied by beautiful plates of cholesterine, most significantly conveying to us indisputable proof that the elements of this change are essentially fatty, and consequently a degenerative process. (Plate V, figs. 4 and 5.)

Here are two results of a fibrinous exudation to be considered, the one earthy, the other fatty. I will venture to ask, through what agency are these changes brought about? Are we to be satisfied with the bald statement, that some exudations undergo one change, others another?

If a fibrinous exudation undergoes liquefaction, and pus is formed, we do not hesitate to acknowledge that this change is brought about by the metamorphosis of its cellular elements.

If we take a fatty liver, the seat of fatty or amyloid degeneration, we can demonstrate that the fatty and amylaceous material is accumulated within the imperfect liver-cell.

If we examine a waxy kidney, one expressive of the highest degree of degeneration, we see that the cellular elements are highly charged with fat, and that what we see accumulated in the convoluted tubes, or deposited in the inter-
tubular spaces, has been brought there through the agency of imperfect cell development.

May we not then conclude in these cardiac exudations, that the exudation contains cellular elements, as yet but obscurely demonstrated, which are prone to take up earthy matter in one case, or to undergo fatty metamorphosis in the other?

In other words, that the cellular elements of the spurious tissue, never reaching the elective force of true development, nevertheless, in one direction, indicate a conservative force, by the selection of the elements to form bone, which in some rare cases is partially reached, as in ossification of arteries, where not only a maximum amount of earthy matter is taken up, but where stellate cells are formed; and although this is not true bone, yet it indicates the disposition of the structural elements to work in the physiological rather than in the pathological direction.

Plate V, figs. 1 and 2, represent spots of calcification, indicating a disposition to a stellate form of deposit of the earthy material.

On the other hand, there is the direction of an opposite type, where the tendency is to pass downward, in the course of fatty decay. The cells are abortive, their nuclei are fatty; they soon disintegrate and perish, and they leave in the surrounding texture evidence of the extent to which this form of decay has reached.

These two subordinate changes are easily seen by the microscope in the opaque patches on and in the mitral valves; but it is also as easily recognised in the patches of atheroma, as they are called, which stud the commencement of the aorta, and, in many cases, can be detected in remoter parts of the arterial system.
In the form of fatty metamorphosis the valvular disorganization is usually greater, both mitral and aortic valves being implicated; the disturbance to the equilibrium of the circulation is also more manifest than in the first-enumerated class, where so little inconvenience apparently results.

In studying, therefore, the dropsical condition as significant of cardiac disease, we must not only satisfy ourselves as to the amount of mechanical impediment to the free circulation of the blood through the lungs and heart, but we must also take into our estimate the correlative changes which are going on, not only in the morbid deposit on and in the valves, but also in the heart itself, as well as in other organs.

First. As to the mechanical impediment. This is too well understood to need either explanation or comment. The imperfections of both the mitral and aortic valves will represent the maximum degree of mechanical impediment which can oppose the current of blood through the heart; an imperfect mitral valve will, according to its degree, cause regurgitation into the left auricle, and embarrassment to the return of blood from the lungs; but an imperfection of the aortic valves may either consist in such a thickening as shall simply cause obstruction, or they may be disorganized so that complete closure is impossible, and not only obstructions to the flow of blood outward by the systole is the result, but a regurgitation of blood from the aortic sinus into the ventricle will be an additional impediment to the integrity of the heart's action.

In both these cases, differing only in degree, the patient suffers from pulmonary engorgement; and bronchitis, hæmoptysis, or pulmonary apoplexy, may severally follow. The extent to which the patient may thus suffer from the effects
of heart disease will sometimes be proportioned to the strain laid upon the powers of the heart; and if physical rest and exemption from bodily toil be enjoyed, and if the organism continue well nourished, the heart—even thus disorganised—will continue its functions, although imperfectly, without giving rise to any symptoms of dropsy. But soon the ankles and feet begin to swell, then the legs and thighs; tediously and sluggishly the serous effusion increases; dyspnœa, even without physical exertion, occurs; the lungs become œdematous also; the urine decreases in amount, step by step, as the dropsical condition increases; cough and shortness of breath become more urgent; coarse wheezing murmurs are heard all over the chest; ascites sometimes supervenes; both upper and lower extremities are anasarous; the cuticle of the legs is distended to the utmost; a painful erythematous redness may be followed by vesications, which burst and distil the serous infiltration of the tissues, and thus temporarily relieves the tension—or incisions, or scarifications are employed to obtain a like result. There is no abatement of the dropsy; the breathing becomes more embarrassed; and either from increasing engorgement of the lungs, or what may be thought an attack of broncho-pneumonia, the patient sinks and dies.

I will venture to ask, is this frightful and all but invariably unchecked dropsical accumulation significant only of mechanical impediment to the course of blood through the heart? Are we to look for no other cause for this fatal issue than a mechanical one? There has been throughout his sufferings no increase in the mechanical obstacles—they have remained throughout the same—and doubtless have ministered in some degree, by the direct obstruction to the circulation,
to impede the return of blood through the right side of the heart.

In fatal cases we have not to search far for abundant evidence that the mechanical conditions referred to in the heart are invariably accompanied both in the structure of its walls, as well as in other textures, by a decay and a degeneration in the elements of the tissues, such as may be demonstrated in renal dropsy. I would, with reference to this part of my subject, venture to recall attention to my observations on the state of the tissues in renal dropsy; but I would merely repeat here that, as in that form of dropsy, the morbid phenomena appear to express themselves most significantly by disorder in the function and structure of the kidneys, but are accompanied by unequivocal evidence of a wide-spread deterioration of cell growth: so in this form of dropsy, which appears to originate in a disorganization of the valves of the heart, there is equally demonstrable a similar state of decay and degeneration, not only in the muscular walls of the heart, but also in the remotest tissues of the organism.

To explain the mechanical development of dropsy from disorganization of the left valves of the heart, it is usually laid down as a rule that dropsical effusion does not take place until the engorgement of the lungs has reached a point by which the circulation or free movement of the blood through the pulmonary artery is seriously embarrassed, and venous retardation in the cavæ has brought about a condition analogous nearly to what we familiarly know to happen when the circulation through a trunk vein is impeded, viz., a state of serous effusion or oedema in all the tissues supplying venous blood to that obstructed vein. Cardiac dropsy, even when
the left cavity of the heart is at fault, is supposed to be generated by a series of retrograde effects or impediments beginning in the left cavity of the heart, carried to the circulation through the lungs, imparted to the current through the pulmonary artery, felt in the right ventricle, and thence impeding the freedom of the venous circulation through the cavæ, subsequently through the liver and abdominal viscera, and ultimately through the entire venous system.

An obstruction or impediment to the freedom of the venous circulation throughout the body is a very intelligible cause, and is the one usually assigned to explain the accumulation of fluid in dropsy from heart disease. But the mechanical impediment has been the same from the beginning, and in the beginning there was no dropsy. If the mechanical conditions, the imperfection and disorganization of the valves, were constantly increasing conditions, the impediment through the heart constantly becoming greater, the mechanical interpretation might be sufficient. But the heart disease, when followed by dropsy, is invariably, and I believe unexceptionally, followed by changes not only in the morbid materials constituting the first stage of the disease, but by analogous changes in cell growth elsewhere, by which the tissues and cells are eventually rendered incapable of carrying on the functions of health—even of life.

I have yet the other form of heart disease of which dropsy is significant to mention; and I would desire to postpone laying before you the evidence of this wide-spread cell deterioration, which occurs equally in both forms, till I have sketched the general character and progress of this second variety, since what in cellular deterioration is characteristic of one is also pointedly significant of the other.
The other form of heart disease of which dropsy is significant must be considered as a passive rather than an active disorder; it is secondary and subordinate to disturbances and diseases of other organs. The heart condition is, therefore, intermediate and resultant, not primary nor inceptive.

The relation of emphysema and chronic bronchitis to dilatation of the right side of the heart is a pathological connection too familiar to render necessary more than a passing observation.

If we attentively examine the pathological conditions of emphysema (the emphysema lobulare of authors, Rokitansky and others), we shall without difficulty, recognise in it one of the most efficient causes for embarrassment to the circulation of blood through the right side of the heart.

The disease (emphysema) is essentially a dilatation of the pulmonary air-cell, or two or more cells may become blended in one—the elastic or expansive power of the cell is destroyed—it becomes a passive undilatable vesicle; the vascular layer, distributed to the parenchymatous surface of the cell, becomes obliterated—atrophied—and is no longer the instrument of circulation, and these pulmonary cells are completely cut off from all office of aërating (oxygenating) the blood. In post-mortem examinations we see these air-cells like colourless dilated vesicles on the surface of the tissue. That the capillaries are occluded is proved by the fact that no injection, not even the finest, will reach them. I have, in more than one instance, seen with the microscope the blood-vessels leading to an emphysematous portion of lung in a state of fatty granular decay. (Plate VI, fig. 5.)

I believe that both the dilatation of these pulmonary cells, and the atrophy of the vascular walls of the capillaries,
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originates in a granular and fatty degeneration of these textures.

It is beyond the scope and purport of these lectures to enter upon an inquiry into the origin or cause of emphysema. There is the inspiratory theory and the expiratory theory; however produced, there must be an antecedent predisposing state, a morbid predisposition of the tissue to suffer and lose its elasticity, and become inert for the purpose of respiration. From examination I have made of emphysematous lungs, I have always found the sero-fibrous structure of the dilated air-cells granular, and studded with highly refractive fat-granules. (Plate VI, figs. 1 and 2.)

So far back as 1848, Mr. Rainey communicated to the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society a paper on "The Emphysematous Lung,"* in which he distinctly showed that a fatty degeneration of the fibro-serous elements of the air-cell was the obvious condition of emphysema; and he sums up a most excellent paper by stating that the form of emphysema he describes originates in a morbid process going on in the pulmonary membrane, which is essentially a fatty degeneration.

It is remarkable that the subject of the degeneration of pulmonary tissues in emphysema and chronic bronchitis has received but little notice since that date.

This passing reference to the pathology of emphysema will, I think, exhibit intelligibly enough the agency of this state of lung in conducing to embarrassment in the pulmonary circulation, and impediment to the flow of blood through the right side of the heart.

* Vol. xxxi, p. 300.
In like manner, although not always with the same rapidity, will chronic bronchitis, especially if it be of long standing and associated with bronchiectasis, or dilatation of the bronchial tubes, bring about the same embarrassment in the pulmonary circulation, and a similar obstruction to the flow of blood through the pulmonary artery.

Plate VI, fig. 2, represents the bronchial textures in emphysema and chronic bronchitis. There is very little difference to be noted in either form of disease, so far as the bronchial tubes are concerned. In both, the protective layer of ciliated epithelium is gone, and the succeeding layers of cells are all of the depraved type of mucous, or even pus-cells. The fibro-elastic layer, as well as the unstriped muscular layer, are both fatty, though not to so great an extent, as may be seen in some cases of morbus Brightii.

The drawing was made from strongly marked typical cases of emphysema and chronic bronchitis, with succeeding dropsy. I have found the same appearances in every case I have examined. Emphysema and chronic bronchitis are so intimately connected the one with the other—the emphysematous patient constantly suffering from bronchitis, acute or chronic, and the lungs of the sufferer from chronic bronchitis so often becoming emphysematous—that in relation to a state of the heart, which is followed by dropsy, they may be taken as identical.

In emphysema there is, proportioned to the wasting or atrophy of the vascular element of the dilated pulmonary cells, a deficiency in the capacity of the lungs for the reception of the blood from the right side of the heart. There must also be taken into consideration a morbid condition, or at least an increased susceptibility of the branches of the
eighth nerve distributed to the bronchial membrane and non-striated muscular element.

Partly, then, from the limited area of the pulmonary circulation and a morbid susceptibility to disturbance of the par vagum spasmodic attacks of difficulty of breathing, and paroxysms of shortness of breath, occur.

The expansibility of the chest becomes narrowed to the smallest limits, and unavailing and abortive inspiratory efforts, marked by the anxious expression of countenance, the protruding eye-balls, the dull, even dusky venosity of the features, the purplish lips, the tongue turgid with venous blood, and the breath deficient in warmth, severally proclaim the embarrassment which the pulmonary circulation suffers. The heart's action becomes hurried and laboured; and unequal efforts are made to drive the impeded venous blood through the pulmonary artery. The action of the heart thus embarrassed continues to labour with abortive efforts. Slowly, day by day, week by week, and month by month, this overstrain continues; occasionally interrupted by periods of calm and comparative ease; but the current through the pulmonary artery, never so free, even in these intervals of calm as it ought to be, continues to oppress and exact the driving power of the right side; gradually and sluggishly the walls of the cavity yield to a passive dilating power. As the dilatation increases, the walls become more and more attenuated, till at length the feebleness of the heart's contractility scarcely suffices to drive the blood forward through the lung; general venosity follows, and a diffuse dropsy, characterised not only by anasarca of upper and lower extremities, but by a persistent blueness or lividity of the lips, hands, and feet, mark-
ing in a most striking manner the preponderance of venous, or imperfectly aerated blood throughout the system.

It is not surprising that such impediment to the free circulation of blood through the right side of the heart should be accompanied by serous infiltration of the serous elements of the blood, or that we should accept the dropsical infiltration as significant of feebleness and imperfection of the right heart, arising from exhausting efforts to drive the blood through the impeded lung structures. But the dropsical accumulation in these cases of emphysema and chronic bronchitis signifies something more. Why does the heart become weak,—attenuated? Why is its cavity increased, and its walls enfeebled? It is simple enough to point to the emphysematous lung, with the imperfect process of respiration causing venous blood to accumulate in the pulmonary artery, and to show how the right heart must labour and become enfeebled by this continuous strain. But why does the heart become feeble and attenuated? It is a law governing muscular structures that their nutrition and development are proportioned to their activity. Rest attenuates the ordinary muscles of volition, activity increases their power and energy.

In some cases of mitral disease the left heart is embarrassed, and its activity increased; its walls augment in thickness and contractile power; and the result is an hypertrophied heart, with a contractile energy greater than is needed; a sledge-hammer kind of impulse, and its blood driven with unnecessary intensity through the various organs. Why should not the right heart become hypertrophied; and why should not its energies and its nutrition increase with the demands made upon it? I think the appropriate answer
is not difficult to find, and the microscope enables us to give the reason. All these cases of dilatation of the right side of the heart with resulting dropsy, are dependent on an extensive fatty degeneration of the entire heart—not here and there a few filaments fatty, but every bundle of fibre alike degenerated and decayed.

Co-existent with, and perhaps as a cause of the pulmonary disturbance (defect), there is, probably, going on simultaneously in both lung and heart the same process of defective cell development. I have never examined a heart in a case of cardiac dropsy with emphysema in which this fatty degeneration of the muscular fibre of the right heart did not exist to an exaggerated extent. (See Plate V, fig. 6, and Plate VI, fig. 6), where the extreme degree of fatty degeneration of heart fibre in both ventricles and auricles is represented.

I think we may now more clearly comprehend why, in these instances of mechanical impediment to the flow of blood through the lung, the heart, in the place of becoming for a time at least hypertrophied and thickened, it becomes dilated, attenuated, and feeble. Why the heart, instead of compensating by a more powerful contractile and driving power, and overcoming the impediments in the lungs, itself becomes more feeble, and yields slowly but surely to the dilating force of a venous accumulation. Its nutrition fails, and its walls are degenerating in the direction which seems to constitute an inherent law of the organism.

Cardiac dropsy, then, is invariably significant of failing and defective nutrition in the parietes of the heart; and in typical and strongly marked cases is accompanied by an
exaggeration, as it were, of fatty degeneration, in the form of atheromatous, or opaque patches in the endocardium, even on the tricuspid valve, with large accumulation of oily-looking globules, which are mixed up with the characteristic crystalline plates of cholesterol.

This condition may be most extensively traced in the inner membrane of the aorta; in the vascular layer of the small bronchial tubes; in the fibro-serous sac of the pulmonary cell; in the hepatic cells, and almost in every important tissue of the body. (See Plates V and VI.)

I had occasion to remark, when speaking of disease of the mitral valve, that so long as the nutrition of the body continued good, so long was cell-growth healthy; and whatever changes might be going on in the walls of the left cavity, they would be in the direction of augmented muscular structure, an hypertrophy of the walls, and an increased power of the heart's systole. So in relation to the right ventricle, if the nutrition of the body continued good, we should expect that healthy cell development would in like manner continue here also, and increased power of the right heart follow. But we have seen that the lung defect is essentially due to a fatty degeneration of tissue. The organism has thus early indicated that the decaying process has already commenced, and, probably, step by step with the degeneration of pulmonary tissue there goes on an equal, co-existing decay of the muscular elements of the heart. A heart thus failing in the essentials of its nutrition must eventually become feeble and attenuated, and hence cardiac dropsy signifies, not so much a mechanical imperfection interfering with the circulating current, as a debilitated and ill-nourished organ, becoming feeblower and feeblower in its con-
tractile power, and eventually unequal to transmit its contents, or carry on the circulation.

Here therefore, as in renal dropsy, we recognise not a local, but a general disorder; a deterioration of cell development not confined to one texture or organ, but wide-spread, and signifying to us in studying the pathology of these disorders, that it is not to the organ which gives the most prominent indication of disturbance that our examination should be limited; but, if we are to render available the results of our observations for the purpose of treatment, we must take into consideration the evidence that has been here offered, that in these dropsical diseases we have a decaying vitality—a decreasing power of elaborating, or forming out of the elements of food, cells fitted for, and equal to, the performance of their several functions.

In such an assembly as this, before so many experienced physicians, I feel how entirely misplaced would be any lengthened remarks on the treatment of these forms of dropsy.

Nor—so far as palliative measures are needed—can I add anything, or suggest other remedies than those generally employed among us.

In hospital practice the cases which come under our care are far advanced in the descending scale of decay, and little more than palliative means can be employed.

Still I permit myself to hope that some of the pathological facts I have submitted for your consideration may deserve a few moments' reflection, and may lead practical men—with reference to the fundamental principles of treatment—to the same conclusions as myself.

In reference, then, to the subject of treatment I will, with
your permission, sir, shortly refer to the leading principles which should govern our advice in all those cases in which the early elements of disturbance, either cardiac or pulmonary, may eventually lead to dropsy. I do this rather for the benefit of my younger hearers than for the edification of those more immediately before me.

It may appear too much of a truism to say that the leading feature is, by every means, to maintain the nutrition of the body in the state of the highest efficiency.

But I lay a peculiar emphasis on this apparent truism, to caution young practitioners against falling into the errors of common routine practice which makes blistering, and purging, and other lowering means, the invariable refuge of the inexperienced.

I can recall to memory the persons of several young people now grown up to manhood, whose damaged hearts and delicate health, the result of rheumatic inflammation, with the accompanying shortness of breath, and inability to take any part in the exciting exercises of youth, become naturally the source of deep anxiety to their parents.

In these cases all my anxiety was to place the young patients in the most favorable condition of nourishment. For a time forbidding all bodily or physical exertion, the heart was left to the influence of quietude alone; steel and animal diet were alone prescribed.

In a few months a manifest improvement generally shows itself. The pallor of the face is exchanged for a more healthy aspect; the eye regains its natural expression; the bodily vigour improves; and, in a moderate time, the youthful instincts of activity and exercise replace the sense of languour and indifference, which formerly existed. Care is needed
now to limit the amount of exercise, or rather to prevent it 
taking the form of those efforts in which youth delights,
when the heart's powers are momentarily put to greater 
strain. With such precautions continued up to, and some-
times beyond puberty, the general health being maintained,
and no strain being put on the physical powers, the patient 
in the middle and upper classes of life attains, not perhaps 
the average duration of life, but at any rate reaches the 
middle, and, in many cases, even beyond that period, in the 
fair enjoyment of but little less than falls to the lot of the 
more vigorous and healthy.

I will briefly refer to the other form—that in which the 
heart becomes implicated chiefly through the pulmonary 
disorder.

The leading, the earliest, the most manifest symptom is the 
cough and expectoration. Pathologically, I would say, the 
most instructive and suggestive symptom is the expecto-
ration.

Consider that in health no cells are thrown off from the 
bronchial mucous membrane. A protective layer of ciliated 
epithelium stretches from the larynx to the entrance of 
the pulmonary cell. But in chronic bronchitis, and emphy-
sema, a glance at the amount of expectoration in twenty-
four hours (bearing in mind that this expectoration is 
composed altogether of cells and the débris of cells derived 
from this large extent of surface) will convince us of the 
exhausting and depressing process which is continuously 
advancing.

If from the copious expectorated matters in emphysema 
and bronchorrhœa we take up on the point of a needle 
a morsel of this muco-purulent expectoration, so small as to
be scarcely visible to the naked eye, the microscope reveals to us myriads of cells of which the mucus- and pus-cells predominate: let us reflect for a moment that half a pint, or even more, of this débris of effete cells is thrown off from the bronchial membranes in a few hours, and then ask ourselves to estimate the expenditure of formative power required to produce this mass of excreta.

A surgeon, when he has to deal with a suppurating surface, relies mainly on nutrition and support. The material excreted in chronic bronchitis differs only from the purulent outpouring of a suppurating surface, in that its cellular elements are more varied, and are not developed at the expense of the interstitial subjacent tissue. But so far as the throwing off of these transitional forms of epithelial cells, the demand made on the vital energies is equal to that called for by a suppurating surface; and, in my opinion, needs a not less careful attention to the sustentation of the powers of the individual.

Old theories still haunt our practice, and an aggravation of cough and expectoration is still regarded by many as the signal of that imaginary entity, inflammation; instead of this, increase in the gravity of the symptoms in reality signifies a harassed and labouring circulation, a defective nutrition, and an exhausting development of ill matured cells.

In every case of emphysema and chronic bronchitis, long before any cardiac complications are manifested, generous living, fresh air, moderate exercise, and the disuse of every remedy that is the least depressing in its influence, constitute the rules of treatment which the pathological facts I have laid before the College, in my humble opinion, both encourage and justify.
But we know, sir, that practically such treatment can rarely be carried out, except by persons in a better sphere of life.

For far otherwise is the fate of those who, in the lower class of life, not only have to earn their bread by their physical powers, but who also, from the very deficiency of those powers, are exposed to defective nourishment, scanty clothing, and perhaps irregular and depraved habits.

In such the progress of degeneration is rapid. The tissues everywhere, as in renal dropsy—slowly in some cases, more rapidly in others—lose their power of selection of nitrogenized material for the development of vigorous cell formation. The structures insidiously, but fatally, descend in the scale of development; and tissues, the cells of which should be distinguished by a nucleus of highly nitrogenized matter, now possess but the power of abstracting hydro-carbonized products, and a fatty and amyloid degradation of cell structure is the all-pervading pathological law—conditions which, as they proceed, give unmistakable evidence of decaying powers, and at length reach a point incommensurate with the continuance of life; and the organism which, in the fulness of its life and vigour, was but the expression of the sum of the life of its individual cells now perishes, and yields up its forces to other laws and other combinations of matter.

My original design was to comprise in these lectures the significance of hepatic dropsy, which would have embraced a description of the pathological complications, which are usually associated with cirrhosis, the most frequent form of liver disease, giving rise to dropsy of the belly. But I find, sir, not only will the time allotted to these lectures preclude my entering upon the subject of hepatic dropsy; but I may
add, that Dr. Budd has so completely exhausted the subject of this form of liver disease, that whatever I could say on that subject has been in great measure anticipated by him.

It only now remains for me to express to you, sir, and the fellows and gentlemen present at these lectures, my thanks for the kind attention paid to the subjects I have brought before the college. I venture to hope that they may be found to contain material for reflection and further inquiry; and if others shall be induced to consider the significance of these forms of dropsy from the same point of view as myself, I shall be encouraged to feel that the suggestions I have offered with respect to the fundamental principles of treating these diseases will be better understood, and more generally and beneficially adopted.
London, New Burlington Street, 
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